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CHAPTER 8: CHRONOLOGY 1997-2006 
 

“No one is ever really interested in the weather 
until they are impacted by the weather. The same is 
true of solar weather.” 

 — TSgt. Donald R. Milliman, NCOIC, Detachment 2, 2nd Weather Squadron 
(AFWA), Sagamore Hill, MA 

 
1997 
 
10 Jan  AF/XOO announced a fundamental change to the way pilots received notice to 
airman (NOTAM) information. NOTAMs were divorced from weather communications circuits. 
Pilots would access NOTAMs via common user communication links using World Wide Web 
(WWW) technology. 
 
6 Jan   AWS published the AFW Concept of Operations (CONOPS) for Meteorological 
Operations Capability (MOC). The document described how AFW would operate and sustain 
weather systems fielded in the early 21st century. MOC began as an effort to bridge the gap between 
existing capabilities, near-term planned capabilities, and those required by 2025. Future weather 
systems had a forecast platform and as much as possible, an automated observing capability. The 
Forecast System 21st century (FS21) succeeded existing weather and weather effects information 
management systems in response to a growing need for more and faster value-added weather 
information delivered to the warfighter. FS21 supported global in-garrison and deployed Air Force 
and Army operations. The Observing System 21st century (OS21) provided enhanced state-of-the-art 
sensor capabilities, automated as much as was technologically feasible, for in-garrison and deployed 
surface and upper-air observing requirements. 
 
27 Jan AF/XOWP encouraged AFW Army support units to take advantage of the US Army 
Intelligence Center’s Staff Weather Officer and NCO course. Recent classes had been severely 
underutilized. The Center, located at Fort Huachuca, AZ., offered a two week indoctrination course 
twice a year and it was designed to provide introduction information about Army missions, tactics, 
operations, supply, equipment, etc. This was an excellent means for junior to mid-level personnel to 
receive the basic knowledge needed to initially integrate themselves into Army operations. 
 
31 Jan  AFGWC’s Air Force Weather Information Network (AFWIN) reached operational 
capability. AFWIN provided the remote, NIPRNet connected user with the capability to select, 
retrieve, and display AFGWC products using commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) web browser 
software. 
 
14 Feb  AF/XOW submitted an organizational change request for AWS as part of AFWs 
ongoing reengineering efforts. The request asked for approval to reorganize HQ AWS and its major 
subordinate unit, AFGWC, to notionally become Air Force Global Weather Agency (AFGWA). 
AF/XPM subsequently approved the request on 9 Apr 97 to inactivate AFGWC, but redesignate HQ 
AWS as the Air Force Weather Agency (AFWA) (instead of AFGWA), and move it to Offutt, AFB, 
NE. The move was designed to improve weather support by putting management overhead into 
production. It streamlined the weather function by reducing “top heavy” management overhead, 
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eliminated stand-alone headquarters, and removed a management layer between the field and 
production center. In addition the move enabled AFW to eliminate 72 unfunded manpower positions 
and overcome the impact of converting 49 officer-to-enlisted positions. 
 
15 Feb Transfer of Lead Command for Space Environmental System Acquisition and 
Modernization from Air Weather Service to Air Force Space Command (AFSPC). Program Action 
Directive (PAD) 97-01 directed the transfer of lead command for space environmental system 
acquisition and modernization thereby with AFSPC becoming lead MAJCOM for the total space 
environmental support system. 
 
24 Mar The DoD Next-Generation Radar (NEXRAD) Program Director, Lt Col Jamilkowski 
(AWS/SY), informed National Weather Service (NWS) the NEXRAD Joint System Program Office 
was unable to locate a site for the Griffiss AFB, NY, WSR-88D radar that met both DoD 
requirements for low-level coverage over Ft Drum, NY, and NWS desires for low-level coverage 
over Syracuse, NY. The 1993 Defense Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) decision to close 
Griffiss enabled the DoD to move the Griffiss radar to a more optimal location to support the Ft 
Drum resource protection and aviation missions. Spragueville, NY, was the initial location, but the 
JSPO eventually installed the radar in the town of Montague, NY.1 
 
18 Mar  Navy/Air Force Cooperation (NAV/AF COOP) Pre-Executive Steering Group met to 
review the progress the NAVAF COOP Working Group had made towards implementing agreed 
upon areas of cooperation. This was the third annual meeting since the Oceanographer of the Navy 
and the AF Directorate of Weather issued joint direction in 1994 committing respective staffs work 
16 specific initiatives spread across eight areas. The group’s mission was “to continually improve 
environmental support to the warfighter while preventing unnecessary duplication, focusing on the 
strengths of each service and building on existing cooperative efforts.” 
 
4 Apr  AF Safety Office (AF/SE) published revised lightning safety procedures. These 
procedures were in response to 14 Aug 1996 CSAF directed update of AF guidance for lightning 
safety. Each AF installation developed local procedures to implement a two-tiered lightning 
notification system consisting of watches and warnings. Watches would be in effect 30 minutes prior 
to thunderstorms being within 5 nautical miles and a lightning warning would be in effect whenever 
any lightning is occurring within 5 nautical miles. 
 
16 Apr Space Weather Analysis and Forecast System (SWAFS) Operational Requirements 
document was approved. The SWAFS program would upgrade/replace the computer systems and 
provide space weather models for use by the 55th Space Weather Squadron (SWXS) at Falcon AFB, 
CO. The 55th SWXS was the primary agency providing real time space environment support to DoD 
and National Program operations. 
 
1 May AWS/CV, Col Gerald Riley Jr., requested AFSPC/DRF notify SMC/CI [DMSP 
system program office (SPO)] to proceed with their proposed Small Tactical Terminal modification. 
The modification would reduce the size and weight of the system while enhancing its processing 

                                                        
1 Rpt., Fruchter, Susan B., Acting NEPA Coordinator, NOAA Policy and Planning Office, Environmental 
Assessment Summary and Finding of No Significant Impact for Ft. Drum Military Reservation, New York, Area 
NEXRAD Facility, 2 Jul 1997. 
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speed. The SPO would replace the 17 inch external monitor with a 16 inch liquid crystal digital 
monitor integrated as a workstation with CD-ROM, detachable keyboard, and tape drive; upgrade 
the processor from a SPARC 20 to a SPARC ULTRA; and replace two tracking antennae with one, 3 
foot antenna capable of receiving both high and low resolution data from polar-orbiting civilian 
satellites as well as DMSP. 
 
4 Jun CSAF approved AF/XOW’s plan to reengineer the Air Force weather function at a 
briefing provided by Brig Gen Lewis this date.   
 
Jul AF weather stations at Prince Sultan AB, SA and Al-Jaber AB, KW, received Interim 
Tactical Weather Radar (ITWR) for forecasters use in providing support to the Operation 
SOUTHERN WATCH area of operations. Joint Task force Southwest Asia (JTF-SWA) monitored 
and controlled airspace south of the 32nd Parallel (extended to the 33rd Parallel in 1996) in Iraq, 
following the 1991 Gulf War. Plagued by initial poor operational availability, AWS deployed a team 
of military and contractor personnel to restore the systems and reinstall the antennae into hard 
shelters.  
 
9 Jul   The 24th Weather Squadron, Theater Weather Flight (WSS), Howard AFB, Panama, 
was awarded the 1996 Moorman Award during ceremonies at the Pentagon. The unprecedented 
event marked the first time General Thomas S. Moorman, Jr., Vice Chief of Staff of the Air Force 
and his father, Lt. Gen. (retired) Thomas S. Moorman, Sr., were in attendance for presentation of the 
award named in honor of the senior Moorman. Representing USSOUTHCOM, Brig. Gen. Mark 
Schmidt, Commander, 24th Wing, Howard AFB, Panama, accepted the award from the vice chief of 
staff on behalf of the members of the 24 WS/WSS. He noted the important role weather forecasting 
played in accomplishing missions over a large geographical area containing diverse weather activity. 
“Weather forecasting is vital to the USSOUTHCOM mission because divert bases can be as much as 
100 miles away," he said. He defined forecasting as "invaluable" (to the mission) and lauded the 
award recipients for a 90% accuracy rate during 1996.2 
 
1 Aug  AF/XOW published the AFW Strategic Plan for reengineering the weather function. 
The plan addressed serious challenges that required immediate action to prepare AFW for the 21st 
Century Air Force: structure must be optimized to gain a winning combat edge; manpower 
reallocations, enhanced training, and an improved career path were required to address cuts, grade 
reductions, and loss of experience; integrate into Joint and Component operations at all levels 
providing a seamless transition from peacetime to wartime weather operations. 
  Routine 24-hour forecasting was transferred from base/post-level to newly created 
OWSs. Combat/unit weather teams (CWTs) at the base/post-level provided a single entity led by the 
senior weather representative: typically, a weather flight under the operational support squadron 
(OSS) at AF bases, and flights, detachments or operating locations at Army installations. 
 
4 Aug   AF/XOW tasked AWS/CC to ensure AFW weather systems are compliant with the 
appropriate Year 2000 (Y2K) Computer System Vulnerability guidance. Center commanders were to 
validate their assigned systems were compliant no later than 1 Aug 1998. Rather than posting 

                                                        
2 Art., Van Blarcum, Scott C., Maj USAF, Moorman Presents Moorman, Historic Ceremony Honors Theater 
Weather Flight, Observer, Vol. 44, No. 6, Jul/Aug 1997, p. 18 
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progress in the Defense Integration Support Tools (DIST) database, AWS was to use the AF 
Automated Systems Inventory database to ensure continued funding of AFW systems. 
 
25 Aug AF/XOW expressed concern to SAF/AQR about the recent decision to cut research 
and development funding in the FY99 amended POM. This was a “serious” situation as it left the AF 
with limited capabilities to leverage and transition new technologies to improve AFW “go-to-war” 
capabilities. XOW proposed a possible alternative to provide a level of funding in the new Air Force 
Weather Agency (AFWA) to support AF-wide weather research needs. These funds along with a 
small cadre of researchers would focus their efforts on documented AF warfighter needs, thus 
maximizing the return on AF Science and & Technology investment dollars. 
 
2 Sep  AWS/SY requested AMC, ANG, and ACC units participate in an operational test of 
the Meteorological Information Standard Terminal (MIST) Block I. MIST replaced Air Force digital 
Graphics System (AFDIGS) and Automated Digital Facsimile System (ADFS). Those weather units 
that did not receive AWDS were still relying on AFDIGS and ADFS to receive weather products. 
MIST provided a capability for these units to view weather products in a similar fashion as those 
units which used AWDS.  
 
12 Sep  Col Joseph D. Dushan relinquished command of AWS to Col John L. Hays in a 
change-of-command ceremony. Col Hays would continue to serve as the Commander of AFGWC 
for a brief period. 
 
25 Sep  The contract for the NEXRAD Transition Power Maintenance Shelter (TPMS) was 
awarded this date with cost for CONUS sites set at $185K and overseas cost ranging from $335-
640K per system. The TPMS was part of the “get well” plan to improve NEXRAD system 
availability. 
 
1 Oct  AF/XOW published AFW’s Mission Support Plan (MSP). The AFW MSP [similar in 
nature to the Weather 85 and Weather 2000 plans prepared in previous years] served as a baseline 
document that identified high-level roadmaps which outlined potential solutions to identified 
deficiencies. Using a strategy to task analysis the integrated process team identified the key enduring 
weather operational tasks that must be accomplished to support the successful completion of AF, 
Army, and National Program operational missions—data collection; analysis and forecasting, 
tailoring/visualization for the warfighter, and dissemination. Deficiencies identified during an earlier 
mission needs analysis effort were mapped to the task areas and potential solutions were identified. 
These solutions were mapped for implementation into near-term [0-6 years], mid-term [7-15 years], 
and far-term [16-25 years]. The MSP would serve the weather force as the basis for modernizing 
AFW with a focus on improved warfighter success. 
 
13 Oct  AF/XOW nonconcurred with AWS’s position to reprioritize the overseas fielding of 
TPMS. AWS attempted to minimize the impact of higher overseas costs by slipping TPMS 
installation at overseas radar locations into later years while the government explored less costly 
installation methods. Brig Gen Lewis wrote, “Do not agree! The people that need it most do not get 
it! We need a better option.” He directed AF/XOWR to find the funds to meet the original order of 
installation. 
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15 Oct  AWS was redesignated as HQ AFWA and resided at Offutt AFB, NE, and AFGWC 
was inactivated. Col John L. Hays became the first Commander of this renamed organization.  

 
Figure 8-1:  Martin Bomber Building (Bldg D) Offutt AFB, NE--home of newly 
formed Air Force Weather Agency. The smaller building was the Frady Fitness 
Center, It was demolished several years later. 

 
29 Oct  AFWA achieved initial operational capability of the Pennsylvania State 
University/National Center for Atmospheric Research (PSU/NCAR) Mesoscale Model Version 5 
(MM5). A single 36 kilometer window was run twice a day over both Bosnian theater and CONUS, 
producing cloud water forecasts every 6 hours out to 36 hours. 
 
6 Nov   AFWA conducted an FOT&E of AWDS software release 3.4.0 and Product Viewer 
1.2.0 at three operational locations – Mt. Home AFB, ID, Peterson AFB, CO, and Scott AFB, IL 
(USTRANSCOM). The evaluation concluded the improved versions were operationally effective 
and suitability for worldwide fielding. 
 
23 Nov  AFWA/XPPM issued the initial program management plan for the Weather 
Information Processing System - Replacement (WIPS-R) program. AFWA’s processing center 
(previously known as AFGWC) was reliant upon a proprietary mainframe processing architecture. 
WIPS-R was a phased program extending over several years and would eventually result in an open-
systems architecture using workstations in a client-server environment. Initially WIPS-R would 
replace Systems 1/4, some subsystems of Systems 5/6/A/B, and associated peripherals. In addition, it 
would provide the foundation for consolidation and relocation of AFWA’s Automatic Digital 
Weather Switch from Tinker AFB to Offutt AFB. 
 
10 Nov  ACC/CC, Gen Hawley, approved the Weather Systems Support Cadre (WSSC) 
Concept of Operations. The document identified operational concepts designed to resolve DESERT 
SHIELD/DESERT STORM logistics issues as well as address new logistical challenges for future 
deployable weather systems. The cadre consisted of communications and weather personnel 
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assigned to two units, 3rd CCG, Tinker AFB, OK, and 5th CCG, Robins AFB, GA. The concept 
called for the Air Force or Army Component Senior Weather Officer to identify to the AFFOR/A6 
for first-in or sustainment support of an exercise, contingency, or wartime support. When deployed, 
a WSSC team would initially support theater-wide deployable weather system activations. When 
needed WSSC members could deploy forward to an operating location and provide technical 
assistance weather teams as they attempt to perform operator maintenance. 
 
1 Dec  HQ USAF published Program Action Directive (PAD) 97-10, Reengineering Actions 
for AFW. It directed the end-to-end restructure of AFW and implemented the reengineering of 
weather functions in accordance with the AFW Strategic Plan. 
 
1998 
 
29 Jan  Automated Digital Facsimile System (ADFS) (8 locations) and AF Digital Graphics 
System (AFDIGS) (52 locations) terminated operations this date. ADFS and AFDIGS were being 
used by locations that did not receive 
AWDS equipment in the early 1990s. The 
Meteorological Information Standard 
Terminal (MIST) program provided these 
locations with a personal computer 
workstation capability that provided display 
and analysis functions for text, graphics and 
imagery weather products. 
 
25 Mar Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc. 
published a revised MIST implementation 
plan to address the activities required to 
field MIST Block 2. Block 2 replaced 182 
alphanumeric [MEDS] terminals and 
upgraded the Block 1 workstations to Block 
2 configuration. The fielding of MIST 
provided all CONUS weather forces similar 
capabilities whether they used AWDS or MIST. 
 
31 Mar AFWA published technical note AFWA/TN-98/001 Freezing Precipitation by Eugene 
M. Weber. A product of 11 years of research, collecting and analyzing freezing precipitation 
occurrences over the continental US, it focused on the area from the Rockies to the East Coast. The 
intent of the study was for forecasters to recognize “setups” for freezing precipitation using model 
guidance. Further investigation of the air masses affecting their locations could then be looked at 
through Skew-Ts. Designed for the novice to identify synoptic pattern recognition favorable for 
freezing precipitation; it also would serve the experienced forecasters as a winter season review. 
 
Apr    The Special Operations Weather Teams (SOWT) of Detachment 2, 10th Weather 
Squadron, Fort Campbell, KY, served some of the most demanding military customers in the world. 
To meet mission requirements, Detachment 2 personnel stood ready to deploy with the 5th Special 
Forces Group (Airborne) and the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (Airborne). This 

Figure 8-2:  SSgt Craig Gaillardet attaches the lightning detector to 
the base unit of the AN/TMQ-53 Tactical Meteorological Observing 
System (TMOS). Sergeant Gaillardet, a combat weather forecaster 
with the 7th WS, and other members of his team conduct realistic 
training to optimize support to their supported US Army unit. 
(USAF photo by MSgt John E. Lasky) 
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group of dedicated weather professionals were airborne qualified and completed either an Army or 
AF Survival evasion Resistance and Escape course. In addition they had the opportunity to attend a 
wide variety of training courses, including land navigation, airborne operations, small unit tactics, 
and advanced marksmanship training. They honed their warfighting capabilities in exercises at the 
National training Center, Fort Erwin, CA and the Joint Readiness Training center, Fort Polk, LA. 
Det 2 had a stringent mobility commitment as personnel participated in hundreds of deployments to 
countries all over the world—Panama, Cuba, Guyana, Belize, Oman, Pakistan, Djibouti, Italy, Haiti, 
Somalia. When not deployed or involved in formal training, personnel enhanced their SOWT tactics, 
techniques, and procedures using the latest in deployable weather equipment.3 
 
20 Apr  AF/XOW published the AFW Reengineering Concept of Operations. The document 
served as a guide for commanders as AFW stood up Operational Weather Squadrons (OWS), 
restructured weather flights/detachments, and implemented the AFW Strategic Plan. 
  The tenet of reengineering was an improved organizational structure for AFW to 
optimize support to the warfighter. Regionally-focused OWS would eliminate the redundant 
execution of a separate detailed analysis and forecast process at each location possessing a weather 
support force. One unit within a combatant command/MAJCOM/CONUS area, the OWS, stepped 
through the meteorological analysis and forecast process to develop forecast products for all 
aerodromes, tactical training areas, intelligence evaluations, and area of operations, within that 
region. This provided Weather flights/detachments more time to concentrate on supported units 
tactics and procedures to learn and understand the effects weather had on their missions. These units 
then evaluated and applied forecast products to provide mission-tailored, relevant weather support 
for specific operations at the tactical level of operations. 
 
29 May AFWA became the National Weather Service’s Aviation Weather Center (AWC) 
back-up facility after successfully completing a series of six live back-up tests. AFWA’s CONUS 
Severe Forecast Operations work center issued regional short-term icing, turbulence, and 
thunderstorm forecasts for all commercial aviation in the event the AWC was unable to produce 
those products.  
 
22 Jun  AFW operations began a new era this date, as the Alaskan Weather Operations Center 
became the first reengineered weather unit in the Air Force.  
 
1 Jul  Air Force Combat Climatology Center (AFCCC) moved from Scott AFB IL to 
Asheville NC. The unit moved 19 Officer, 65 Enlisted, and 25 Civilian’s, and equipment. The 
desired civilian level after the move would become forty. 
 
14Sep  AFWA goes “On the Air.” A new arm of the American Forces Network stood up at 
AFWA and began broadcasting weather information to military troops and their families. The new 
service was available to anyone with access to the American Forces Network. 
 
25 Sep  Col Charles W. French assumed command of AFWA from Col John L. Hayes in a 
change-of-command ceremony. 
 

                                                        
3 Art., Harding, James, SrA, Anatomy of a SPECS-OPS Unit, Observer, Vol. 45, No. 1, April 1998, p. 11 
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25 Sep  AFWA/CC validated ten AFWA automated information systems compliant with Y2K 
guidance. 
 
1 Oct  AF ended the 37 year Operation LOOKING GLASS mission. On this date the U.S. 
Navy's fleet of E-6Bs replaced the EC-135C in performing the mission.4 This new mission, dubbed 
TACAMO [Take Charge and Move Out] allows the President and the Secretary of Defense direct 
command and control capability for America's strategic forces of ballistic nuclear missile 
submarines, intercontinental nuclear missiles and strategic bombers. If the US Strategic Command, 
Global Operations Center is unable to function in its role, the E-6B TACAMO can assume command 
of all U.S. nuclear forces. Flying aboard each ABNCP is a crew of 22, which includes an aircrew, an 
Information Systems Officer and team, an Airborne Emergency Action Officer (an Admiral or 
General officer), an Intelligence Officer, Meteorologist, and an Airborne Battle Operations Team. In 
addition to being able to launch ICBMs, the E-6B can communicate Emergency Action Messages 
(EAM) to nuclear submarines running at depth by extending a 2½-mile-long trailing wire antenna 
(TWA) for use with the Survivable Low Frequency Communications System (SLFCS).5 
 
Dec  Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL) advanced technology development Project 
2688 delivered the following capabilities to AFW during 1998: Night Vision Goggle (NVG) 
Operations Weather Software (NOWS) Version 4.0—this version improves flight safety by 
predicting changes in goggle detection ranges due to night illumination and weather; infrared target 
scene simulation (IRTSS) software for AF mission planning systems for planning sorties employing 
infrared guided munitions; Module for Coupled Ionospheric-Thermospheric Forecast Model that 
predicts satellite communication outages.6 
 
31 Dec  AFWA/XOOP published HQ AFWA’s Y2K Operational Contingency Plan. The Plan 
ensured the mission of AFWA at Offutt AFB would not be affected by unforeseen system or 
equipment failures that may arise as the result of potential threats associated with Y2K. 
 
1999 
 
Jan  The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) published its annual report on the Integrated 
Weather Effects Decision Aid (IWEDA). IWEDA assisted the Army commander in making 
intelligent command and control decisions regarding the allocation or use of weapon systems and in 
mission planning. IWEDA produced detailed graphic and text information regarding the what, when, 
why, and where of pertinent environmental impacts on 70 weapon systems (including 16 threat 
systems). Impacts are displayed graphically in terms of a Weather Effects Matrix (WEM) which 
color codes the impacts on the system(s) of interest with green (favorable), amber (marginal), and 
red (unfavorable) cells over time. Map overlays allowed a detailed inspection of the spatial 
distribution of the impacts. Fielded as part of the Army’s tactical weather system, Integrated 
Meteorological System (IMETS), Block II, the Staff Weather Officer at the IMETS validated input 
meteorological parameters before client applications could run the application. 

                                                        
4 Looking Glass, Op. cit. 
5 Web, TACAMO, Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, down loaded 28 Jul 2011, from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TACAMO  
 
6 Rpt., FY 2000/2001 Biennial Budget Estimates, RDT&E, Descriptive Summaries, Feb 1999, p. 344. 
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7 Jan  AFWA/DNX approved the CONOPS for Tactical Decision Aid Support (TDAS). By 
2025, AFW envisioned weather operations would rely on strategic weather centers to provide 
worldwide tactical decision aid (TDA) information. Units at other echelons would generate tailored 
TDA products for specific missions and areas of interest. The TDAS program began an effort to 
bridge the gap between existing capabilities, near-term capabilities, and those required in 2025. The 
initial effort was up and running in Nov 1999 providing global information for Target Acquisition 
Weather Software (TAWS) and Night Vision Goggle Operations Weather Software (NOWS) 
 
15 Jan  MAJCOM Directorates of Weather signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) 
that defined reengineered weather operation responsibilities for the implementation of Operational 
Weather Squadron (OWS) support to base/post Weather Flights (WF), AF and Army units; to 
include their Reserve components located within the continental US. The MOU provided guidance 
and documented agreement on meteorological support. The provisions of the agreement would be 
gradually implemented over a period of years as the CONUS OWSs were activated and weather 
support responsibilities were incrementally migrated from base/post WFs to OWSs. 
 
18 Mar AF/XOW prepared a response to Enterprise Electronics Corporation (EEC) claim that 
the AF was at…”the threshold of going to war with toys!” EEC was under the impression the AF 
was prepared to purchase a less capable radar than the one EEC had recently provided to the Navy 
and Marines. XOW stated, “The prime reason for this procurement requirement [was] to acquire a 
new transportable/tactical weather radar.” Several alternative solutions were investigated, including 
joining an existing Navy radar program, but the planned Navy system did not fully meet Air Force 
requirements. The effort was still in source selection and EEC was one of the prospective bidders so 
XOW was not at liberty to discuss specific details of systems under consideration. 
 
24 Mar – 20 Jun The North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) conducted Operation 
ALLIED FORCE in the Balkans - also referred to as “Air War Over Serbia” (AWOS). The total 
number of AF and Navy weather support personnel that supported the AWOS effort exceeded 280, 
with AF supplying the majority of those positions with over 180 personnel deployed. A significant 
number of Allied weather personnel were also involved, most of them supporting their own 
countries’ operations. NATO weather staffing at key locations included AFW, Navy, and Allied 
weather officers.7 
 
25 Mar AF/XOW published the ORD for the Forecast System – 21st Century (FS21). FS-21, 
represented the next generation solution to known requirements for weather forecast systems an all 
operational environments and at all levels of employment. To facilitate AFW Reengineering, the AF 
would transition to FS21 by integrating FS21 with Army Weather Effect Systems and by replacing 
legacy weather information systems with systems capable of supporting the needs of the new AFW 
architecture. These systems represented incremental steps towards FS21 capabilities. 
 

                                                        
7 E-mail, Demmert, Paul, Maj, USAF, Ret, to Coleman, George N. III, CMSgt, USAF, Ret, Re: Review of 1996-
2000, 2 Jan 2012. [Information found in several ALLIED FORCE/NOBLE ANVIL after-action briefings, including 
Colonel Paul Harris’ briefing to Expo 99, JOINT TASK FORCE NOBLE ANVIL METOC Operations, slide 8, 
METOC Forces. Paul Demmert, on contract with the AF, served as the weather representative to the after-action 
study team for ALLIED FORCE/NOBEL ANVIL.] 
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26 Mar ESC/ACW provided AFW a world-wide “End-to-End Operational Status” report of 
the MIST. For the most part the system was “Green” [ready-to-go] with some areas requiring 
additional work. A total of 186 personal computers had been distributed and 71% were operational, 
20% were partially operational, while 9% were not operational. Issues such as no foreign national 
access, local communication connectivity, and acceptance of MIST software as standard for some 
agencies delayed full operational capability. Fielding of MIST allowed AFW to eliminate dedicated 
communication circuits thus saving thousands of dollars in long-haul communication costs.  
 
24 May AF/XOW formally announced the operational capability of Military Aircrew 
Information System (MAIS) to MAJCOM, AFRC, and NGB flying communities. The need for 
improved weather and NOTAM briefing capability initially stated in 1995 was now satisfied. The 
operational perspective of MAIS evolved as AFW Reengineering took shape. The dedicated forecast 
cell previously planned for AFGWC was now provided by individual Operational Weather 
Squadrons strategically located in the CONUS, dedicated to provide aviation support to all AF and 
Army aircrews. MAIS provided a web-based, flight weather and NOTAM information capability for 
mission planning designed to help facilitate the flight weather briefing process; however, it was not 
intended to replace aircrew flight weather briefings. MAIS provided many of the basic weather 
products needed to plan and execute a mission, but could not cover every possible scenario. Thus a 
flight weather update was especially important during changing or severe weather situations. Backup 
or remote service was provided by 
a toll-free (1-800) dial-in service.8 
 
12 Jun  NATO initiated 
Operation JOINT GUARDIAN, 
Kosovo Force (KFOR) in response 
to UN Security Council 10 Jun 
1999 resolution outlining 
peacekeeping responsibilities in 
Kosovo. AFW personnel provided 
extended weather support at 
various bases in the area of 
responsibility with a concentration 
of support at Camp Bondsteel.9 
 
24 Jun  AFWA/CC 
responded to USAFE/DOW’s 26 
Mar 99 memo that recommended 
“The Global Weather Intercept 
Program (GWIP) be eliminated if 
not fully, in part….” AFWA did 
not support the elimination of the GWIP in Europe at this time, because it still remained a vital 

                                                        
8 SSS, Elkins, LtCol, AF/XOWP, MAIS Announcement, 24 May 1999 
 
9 Art., Operation JOINT GUARDIAN, Kosovo Force (KFOR), Global Security.org, Military, downloaded from 
http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ops/joint_guardian.htm, 3 Jun 2011  
 

Figure 8-3:  SSgt. Patricia Ballou, combat weather forecaster at the 
Multinational Brigade East U.S. Army Camp Bondsteel, reading sensed 
weather elements from the TMQ-53. Sergeant Ballou was one of more than 
five combat weather forecasters deployed to the MNB E Camp Bondstel in 
Kosovo in support of Operation Joint Guardian. 
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means for receipt of global weather information. Analysis conducted by AFWA revealed that the 
primary upper air and synoptic data source for Romania was from the GWIP. In addition, AFWA 
addressed the impact of loss of the European GWIP data collection with respect to the 
meteorological models and subjectively concluded there would be some impact at the Mesoscale 
model level. AFWA intimated that further analysis would be conducted after Y2K and the current 
operations tempo slowed down to permit an objective test of impacts to European Mesoscale model 
output.  
 
Sep   SrA Sean Bryan, a weather specialist on temporary duty from the 52nd Spangdahlem 
AB, DE, to Doboj, Bosnia-Herzegovina, accepted the challenge of his “remote tour.” Besides taking 
surface weather observations, SrA Bryan had the unique opportunity of working alongside field 
grade officers from various countries—Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, 
Poland, and Sweden. At 0745 each morning he provided the NordPol10 Brigade Commanding 
General and 70 other officers the daily weather brief. He assembled weather information from 
various sources and created PowerPoint slides that described conditions that would affect the 
Brigade’s mission of providing humanitarian relief and security assistance to the people of Bosnia-
Herzegovina. He included weather information on the capital cities of each country represented in 
the NordPol Brigade.11  
 
10 Sep  AF/XO, Lt Gen Marvin R. Esmond, approved Program Action Directive (PAD) 99-
04, Restructuring Space Environmental Support. The PAD directed an end-to-end restructuring of 
organizational and operational responsibilities for the Space Environmental Mission Area. It 
integrated terrestrial and space weather services within the AF, leveraged AFW capabilities to 
improve the space weather mission area, and retained strong MAJCOM leadership for program 
acquisition and modernization. A key element was the realignment of the space weather forecast 
function from 55th SWXS to AFWA. 
 
17 Sep  AF/XOW submitted a report to Congress addressing concerns by the House 
Committee on National Security over the operational availability of the DoD NEXRADs and the 
feasibility and benefits of transferring all DoD NEXRADs to the Department of Commerce. This 
concern was addressed in Congressional language contained in the National Defense Authorization 
Act for FY98. AF/XOW reported that data for 1998 showed DoD’s radars were available on average 
at 96.1 percent thus meeting the tri-agency standard of 96.0 percent. This was an improvement over 
availability averages reported in 1997 (95.5 percent) and 1996 (94.2 percent). Improved supply and 
maintenance processes contributed significantly to the improved results. The Joint AF and NWS cost 
study addressing the transferring of DoD radars to DOC estimated the government would incur an 
up-front cost of $3.28 million plus approximately $473 thousand annually if the decision were made 
to transfer the radars. No decision was forthcoming. 
 

                                                        
10 Art., Reed, Aaron, Spc, USA, 100th MPAD, NordPol Brigade to Rotate Forces, The Talon, Vol 2, No. 30, 9 Aug 
1996. [Note: NordPol literally means North Pole. Attached to Task Force Eagle, the NordPol Brigade provided 
construction, infantry/armor, military police, medical and support units to the evolving IFOR mission]. 
 
11 Art., Davis, Scott, SSgt, USAF, 401st EABGp, PA, Observer Accepts Challenges of ‘Remote’ Tour, Observer, 
Vol. 46, No. 3, Aug/Sep 1999, p. 15. 
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22 Sep  AF Requirements Oversight Council (AFROC) approved AFW’s Operational 
Requirements Document (ORD) for the Observing Systems – 21st Century. This program 
implemented one facet of reengineering AFW. It permitted automated collection of weather elements 
and automated fusion of real-time weather data with Command Control, Communications, 
Computers, and Intelligence (C4I) systems. It replaced aging legacy systems and improved coverage 
with automatic systems that increased coverage beyond the current manpower intensive systems. 
The solution was primarily commercial-off-the-shelf equipment and software. Total program cost 
was estimated at: FY00-05, $70.436 million Other Procurement funds and $9.913 million in 
Research, Development, Test & Evaluation (RDT&E) funds.12 
 
1 Oct   USA Combined Arms Center SWO, Maj Mike Bramhall, prepared a position paper 
titled Synchronization of Army Modernization and AFW Reengineering. He addressed the need and 
made recommendations on how to synchronize efforts to improve weather support to the Army 
while taking advantage of opportunities to reduce people and equipment on the battlefield. He 
specifically recommended acceleration of a lighter version of IMETS and the development of a 
small workstation meteorological satellite capability for units below division level.  
 
1 Oct  55th SWXS was realigned under AFWA. This action returned operational control of 
the terrestrial-based space weather mission to AFWA for the first time since October 1994. Space 
Command would retain responsibility for space-based portion. At the same time Lt Col Jeffrey 
Carson assumed command of the squadron from Lt Col William Keller.  
 
2 Nov  AFCCC transitioned Advanced Climate Modeling and Environmental Simulations 
(ACMES) from a research and development effort into a full-scale production environment. Over the 
past three years MESO, Inc. in conjunction with Saint Louis University, and the Air and Space 
Natural Environment Modeling & Simulations Executive Agent (MSEA) had developed a technique 
to generate climatological products using a high resolution numerical model.  
 
6-10 Dec HQ AFWA conducted a Qualification Operational Test and Evaluation (QOT&E) of 
the Operational Weather Production System Phase II (OPS II) at the 25th OWS, Davis-Monthan 
AFB, AZ. Results indicated the OPS-II met minimum requirements for the 25th OWS to accomplish 
its mission. Various functions worked effectively in allowing forecasters to produce alphanumeric 
and graphic products and distribute them to multiple users. The success of this test permitted the 
OWS to integrate OPS-II with other squadron operations.  
 
2000 
 
Feb   U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM) conducted six major rapid response 
operations since the end of Operation DESERT STORM: Oct 1994—Operation VIGILANT 
WARRIOR; Aug 1995—Operation VIGILANT SENTTINEL; Sep 1996—Operation DESERT 
STRIKE; Jan 1998—Operation DESERT THUNDER I; Nov 1998—Operation DESERT 
THUNDER II; and Dec 1998—Operation DESERT FOX. The 31-member ARCENT Combat 
Weather Team (CWT), assembled from eight military installations, provided daily weather support 

                                                        
12 E-mail, AF/XOR to Multiple addressees, prepared by Hannon, Greg, Maj, and Schuenemeyer, Ken, Mr., 
AF/XOR, Minutes of 22 Sep 99 Air Force Requirements Oversight Council (AFROC), 1 Oct 99. [Note: e-mail is 
embedded in a series of e-mails.] 
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for each of these operations to three forward-deployed headquarters located in Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, 
and Qatar.13  
 
3 Feb  AFWA informed Commander, FNMOC, of AFWA’s intent to reengineer and relocate 
the ADWS function from Tinker AFB, OK, to Offutt AFB, NE. AFWA was prepared to provide 
office space and automated tools needed to support up to five Navy personnel at HQ AFWA, in 
order to continue the close, cooperative arrangement between the Navy and AF personnel who 
manage the AWN,  
 
9 Feb  PACAF/XP submitted an organizational change request to establish the 17th 
Operational Weather Squadron at Hickam, AFB, HI, and consolidate the Joint Typhoon Warning 
Center functions under a single commander as part of the CSAF-directed AFW reengineering effort. 
 
15 Feb  AMC/DOWO issued a coordinated memorandum that clarified roles and 
responsibilities of AFW forces supporting tanker operations. ACC weather support unit would be 
responsible for CORNET14 and GLOBAL POWER15 while 15th OWS would be responsible for 
GLOBAL REACH16 missions. 
 
17 Feb  AF/XOR, Brig Gen Daniel P. Leaf, revalidated the SWAFS requirements as stated in 
the SWAFS ORD dated 1 May 1997. AFWA had submitted a draft ORD 24 Nov 1999 to reflect 
changes due to AFW reengineering which moved the location of SWAFS beddown from 55th Space 
Weather Squadron, Schriever AFB, CO, to AFWA. Since the basic operational requirements were 
unchanged, no update was required. 
 
Mar    Exercise THOR’s THUNDER, a weather mobility and field exercise, was conducted 
at Florida Air National Guard’s Weather Readiness Training Center (WRTC) at Camp Blanding, FL. 
The exercise evaluated the deploying capabilities of ANG Weather Flights. Participating units were 
graded on their abilities to deploy according to current tasking documents. The evaluation process 
began with the official unit notification and encompassed deployment, employment in a tactical 
environment and redeployment to home station. The WRTC was established in 1992 to provide 
standardized combat skills training not available elsewhere. Additional courses were included to 
emphasize the Air Expeditionary Force wartime skills needed for weather support missions. All 
courses were open to all AFW personnel.17 
 
                                                        
13 Art., Wall, Eugene M., Capt, USAF, Third US Army Weather Team, Observer, Feb/Mar 2000, p. 11 
 
14 Inst., CJCSI 4120.02C, 22 Dec 2011. [Coronet – Movement of air assets, usually fighter aircraft in support of 
contingencies, rotations, and exercises, or aircraft movements for logistics purposes.]  
 
15 Web, Global Power, GlobalSecurity.org, downloaded from http://www.globalsecurity.org/military/ops/global-
power.htm, 14 Jan 2012. [Global power is the unclassified nickname for HQ ACC- tasked bomber out-of-CONUS 
long-range missions. Under this plan, all operational bomb wings are tasked once per quarter to conduct a Global 
Power training flight.] 
 
16 Doc., AFDD – 1, 2011, p. 51. [Global Reach is defined as the ability to apply US power worldwide by delivering 
forces to crisis locations.] 
 
17 Art., Preparing the Weather Warrior, Observer, Feb/Mar, 2000, pp. 20-21. 
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13 Mar AFW and The Weather Channel entered into a cooperative effort to exchange data 
between organizations. Brig Gen Lewis, AF/XOW, and Mr. Rymond Ban, Sr Vice President, The 
Weather Channel, signed a memorandum of understanding that defined the purpose, objectives, and 
various conditions of the effort. One aspect AFW hoped to achieve was to “jointly examine new 
methods and technologies to process, disseminate, and present weather data and forecasts.”18  
 
15 Mar AFWA/SC completed all actions related to the Year 2000 (Y2K)/Leap Year Rollover 
operation and stood down the dedicated project office. The History of the AFWA Y2K Project 
documented the actions that began in 1996. Public Law 105-261 required two operational 
evaluations or an end-to-end functional test of all AFW mission-critical systems. AFWA evaluated 
AFWA Global Weather Division operational systems and ESC evaluated AF weather weapon 
system equipment. STRATCOM and USSPACECOM conducted evaluations that evaluated a subset 
of weather systems supporting the selected missions. Mission impact to AFW systems was minimal 
and customers either had workarounds in place or had alternative sources of data available.  
 
20 Mar ESC contracting office posted a special notice in the Commerce Business Daily 
announcing the Government would host an Industry Day to discuss the requirements for the OS-21 
Fixed-base Sensor System. The intent was to solicit feedback from industry and clarify technical 
requirements as necessary. The outcome would define a strategy for executing the program. This 
was the first step that would eventually lead to an evolutionary change in the reengineering of base 
weather stations and the method for making surface weather observations. Even though a person 
would still be in the loop, for the most part future weather observations would be automated and the 
need for a dedicated “weather observer” would soon end.19 
 
19 Apr  The 28th Operational Support Squadron weather flight, Ellsworth AFB, SD, in 
coordination with the 15th Operational Weather Squadron (OWS), Scott AFB, IL, provided 28th 
Bomb Wing leadership ample notification of an impending blizzard that dumped 19 inches of snow 
with wind gusts as high as 60 knots. The collaboration between base weather and the OWS was a 
testament of the reengineered AFW concept of operations. Through their combined efforts, the 
weather flight provided 36-hour advanced notice so wing leadership could adjust flying schedules, 
preposition snow removal assets, and prepare the base population (medical care, security, and 
feeding) for the major winter storm. Weather flight personnel relied on the locally prepared Terminal 
Forecast Reference Notebook (TFRN) to identify the blizzard producing weather regime that began 
to develop. They provided the 15th OWS key information about the local topography and how it 
would influence storm development. The OWS personnel began issuing watch, aerodrome forecasts, 
and eventually blizzard warnings with ample lead time and accuracy. The 28th BW Operations 
Group Commander remarked, “It is routine for the pros in our weather shop to alert us to impending 
severe weather when no one else sees it coming. These folks are indeed the ‘best of the best’ at the 
top of their game.” The local TV weatherman forecasted 1-2 inches of snow that afternoon, once it 
finally changed over from the rain. He never mentioned wind. The National Weather Service 
                                                        
18 MOU, Springer, Timothy, Lt Col USAF, AF/XOWP, Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between The Weather 
Channel, Inc. and United States Air Force Weather, 13 Mar 2000; e-mail, French, Charles, AFWA/CC to Key Staff, 
AFW-TWC MOU 031300.doc, 15 Mar 2000 
 
19 Notice, Radsliff, Cecilia, Capt USAF, ESC/ACW, Observing System-21st Century (OS-21) Program Fixed-Base 
System (FBS), 20 Mar 2000 
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forecast office, Rapid City, SD, forecasted 8-10 inches of snow beginning late morning, with gusty 
winds at 25 to 35 knots.20 
 
20 Apr  MAJCOM/DOWs signed revised MOU to facilitate execution of reengineered 
weather operation responsibilities for the implementation of OWS support to base/post WFs. The 
revision incorporated changes recommended during the annual review cycle and superseded the 15 
Jan 1999 document. 
 
9 May  Director of the Joint Typhoon Warning Center, Lt Col Stapler, sent “kudos to all 
involved in delivering” DMSP MARK IV-B remote viewing modification to the Pacific theater of 
operations. As Typhoon Damry was approaching Kadena AB, Japan, AFW operators at JTWC 
pulled DMSP fine data from the Kadena MARK IV-B to the JTWC client workstation at Pearl 
Harbor Hawaii and analyzed the first super typhoon of the year to threaten the northwest Pacific. 
This new capability provided “a serious enhancement to [JTWC’s] tropical cyclone reconnaissance 
network capability.” 21 
 
15 May PACAF/XP submitted Organization Change Request (OCR) to establish the 20th 
OWS at Yokota AB, Japan, effective 1 Oct 2000.  
 
1 Jun  U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) staff weather office 
published CONOPS and Tactics, Techniques and. Procedures (TTP) for the Joint Contingency Force 
(JCF) Advanced Warfighting Experiment (AWE) conducted at the Joint Readiness Training Center, 
Ft Polk, LA, in September. The document described the merger between Army modernization and 
AFW reengineering. It addressed weather support to Army forces participating in the JCF AWE. 
Lessons learned were translated into new Army weather support doctrine, revised Combat Weather 
Team manpower requirements, and refined tenets of AFW reengineering.  
 
10 Jun  AF/XOW concurred22 with the National Weather Service proposal to make “Dual 
Polarization” as the next big improvement to NEXRAD, following the Open Systems Radar 
Acquisition. The benefit from Dual Polarization would be vastly improved discrimination of 
suspended objects, e.g., differentiate between suspended water and hail, characterize suspended dust, 
etc. For AF operations, one could also better isolate large flocks of birds (bird strike potential). 
AFW’s share of effort would be $7 million over 3-4 years in the FY04-06 time period.23 
 

                                                        
20 Art., Randall Bass, Maj, USAF, 28th OSS/OSW, Blizzard Out of the Blue, Observer, Nov/Dec 2001, pp.14-15 [So 
much has changed in AFW over the years, but it is nice to see that something you contributed to over 20 years ago 
was still being used, reference TFRN. Personal reflection of George N. Coleman III, CMSgt, USAF Ret, who was 
assigned to Ellsworth 1976-1979, and experienced several similar blizzards.] 
 
21 E-mail, Stapler, Wendell, Lt Col USAF, Dir JTWC, to Allen, Robert, Col USAF, PACAF/DOW, FW: DMSP 
from Kadena of Damry, 10 May 2000 
 
22 E-mail, Lewis, Fred, BGen, AF/XOW to Col Shaffer, AFWA/XP, Re: NEXRAD Dual Polarization Experiment—
Authority to Proceed, 10 Jun 2000 
 
23 E-mail, Shaffer, Alan R. Col, AFWA/XP to BGen Lewis, AF/XOW, NEXRAD Dual Polarization Experiment—
Authority to Proceed, 10 Jun 2000 
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28 Jun  AF/XOW updated the 1 Aug 1997 AFW Strategic Plan. The revised plan directly 
supported the CJCS’ Joint Vision 2020, “which emphasized the increased role of Information 
Operations—of which weather information is an important component.” It redefined AFW’s vision 
as “Air Force Weather—the operator’s choice for aerospace weather information; providing the 
knowledge needed to anticipate and exploit the weather.”  
 
29 Jun  AFWA’s newly formed space weather element, located in the special support 
operations branch under the director of operations, issued its first space weather product. This was 
the first step of a five phased effort in the transfer of the space weather mission from AFSPC to 
AFWA directed by AF in October 1999. The element supported six DoD mission areas: satellite 
operations, communications (HF and UHF SATCOM), intelligence collection, single-frequency GPS 
navigation, space tracking, and high-altitude human flight.24  
 
5 Jul  The Air Force Association named the Air Force Weather Agency as the year 2000 
recipient of the Air Force Association’s Theodore von Karman Award—the highest award presented 
by the Association annually in the field of science and technology. AFWA earned the award in 
recognition of its outstanding scientific contributions to the national defense during 1999. 
 
26 Oct  AF/XOWR published a CONOPS for Assignment, Training, and Utilization of 
Forecaster Apprentices (FA) in Weather Flights. AFW recognized an interim need to provide surface 
weather observing trained FAs directly to field units to alleviate a shortage of personnel capable of 
creating surface weather observations. The planned effort would yield sufficient personnel until such 
time as the Weather Flight Operations Course stood up and produced sufficient graduates to man 
field units at adequate levels.  
 
9 Nov  AF/XOW informed AF/XO of a severe solar radiation storm that began at 1850 EST, 
8 Nov, and reached a level of S4 on the NOAA Space Weather Scale25. This was the fourth largest 
solar storm since 1976 and was expected to pose severe radiation hazard to astronauts on the 
International Space Station as well as passengers on commercial airlines flying at high latitudes. 
AFW units advised those operators that had a need to know of impacts to their operations. 
 
13 Nov  Col Robert H. Allen assumed command of AFWA from Col Charles W. French. 
 
21 Dec  AFWA/DN and the Director, Cooperative Program for Operational Meteorology, 
Education and Training (COMET), agreed to a revised program that would provide AFW with a 
worldwide, regionally based continuation-training program. COMET would provide ten computer-
based training modules, each of which would train forecasters on specified weather elements by 
season and region. 
  

                                                        
24 Art., Rowland, Paige, AFWA/PA, Space Forecasts Transfer to AFWA, Air Pulse, Offutt AFB, NE, 14 Jul 2000 
 
25 Web, NOAA Space Weather Scales, NOAA, Space Weather Prediction Center, downloaded from 
http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/NOAAscales/ , 15 Jan 2012. [Note: Solar radiation storms are rated on a scale that 
ranges from S1 (Minor) through S5 (Extreme)] 
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2001 
 
3 Jan   AF/XO authorized the closure of the Bermuda Digital Ionospheric Sounding System 
(DISS). Site closure was prompted by the United Kingdom seeking restitution from the United 
States for $3M reimbursement of costs incurred to repair a bridge. This DISS was originally installed 
in the mid-1980s to support operational testing of the Bangor, ME, Over-the-Horizon-Backscatter 
(OTH-B) radar for sectors two and three. With the end of the Cold War in 1991, the Bangor OTH-B 
was redirected to counter-narcotics surveillance for a brief period and ceased operations in October 
1997 and was placed in caretaker status.26  
 
16 Jan  AF/XOW and the Oceanographer of the Navy (N096) joined together to pursue 
improvements in military weather modeling by participating with other federal agencies in the 
development of the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model. WRF was the next-generation 
mesoscale numerical weather prediction system designed to serve both operational forecasting and 
atmospheric research needs.27 The goal was to implement a coupled oceans and land/atmosphere 
model to achieve one theater, one forecast, one model, one worldwide effort. This was an outgrowth 
of previous Navy and AF (NAVAF) coordination efforts to improve joint Meteorological and 
Oceanographic (METOC) support and recent DoD Inspector General (IG) investigations. 
AFWA/DN had been participating in the development of the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) 
since February 1997. 
 
19 Jan  SAF/AQI published Program Management Directive (PMD) 2326 (5)/PE0305111F 
superseding PMD 2326 (4), dated 6 Oct 95.  PMD 2326 (5) designated AFW programs as an 
“Integrated Weapon System Management” (IWSM) program thus establishing the Air Force 
Weather Weapon System (AFWWS). The basis for this direction was in part a result of AFW’s fiscal 
year (FY) 00 realignment of AFW programs under the five core competencies of collection, analysis, 
forecasting, product tailoring/warfighter applications, and dissemination. This directive served as the 
basis for weather program acquisitions for many years. 
 
19 Jan  AF Material Command’s (AFMC) Electronic Systems Center began fielding the 
second-generation interactive graphic meteorological processing system replacing the 1980’s 
AWDS. AFWA published the report of an Operational Utility Evaluation (OUE) of New Tactical 
Forecasting System (N-TFS) 2.0 conducted in the European theater of operations between 23 
October and 9 November 2000.  The USAFE Operational Weather Squadron (OWS) at Sembach AB 
and three Combat Weather Team (CWT) sites, Ramstein AB, Spangdahlem AB, and Grafenwoehr 
Army Installation (AIN) served as test locations. The evaluation concluded N-TFS 2.0 was 
operationally effective and suitable for use by weather forces in both garrison and tactical operations. 
As a result of successful testing and consent from all MAJCOMs world-wide fielding could begin.  
 

                                                        
26 Art., Over the Horizon Backscatter radar: East and West, USAF Fact Sheet, posted 24 Mar 2008, downloaded 16 
Jan 2012, from http://www.acc.af.mil/library/factsheets/factsheet.asp?id=3863 
  
27 Web, Weather Research & Forecasting Model, http://www.wrf-model.org/index.php, downloaded 5 Jan 2012 
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6 Feb  The 55 Civil Engineering Squadron personnel briefed the Offutt military construction 
(MILCON) priority list for FY04-13 to the 55 Wing (WG) Facilities Utilization Board, chaired by 
the 55 WG commander. The list included AFWA’s requirement for a new building as a “non-ACC 
MILCON submittal for FY04.” The minutes reflected “this paperwork [would] be sent through HQ 
ACC to Air Staff, but [would] not be part of ACC’s submittal.  AWFA [would] have to defend their 
project after it gets to Air Force level.” This marked the genesis of the MILCON project that would 
provide AFWA with a state-of-the-art weather computing 
facility as well as space for various staff functions.  
 
9 Mar  AFWA initiated actions, following procedures 
listed in Office of Management and Budget Circular A-76, 
Performance of Commercial Activities, to contract out software 
development being accomplished by 29 enlisted people. 
 
23 Mar  Air Force Weather Airman participated in a 
Cable News Network (CNN) web-based program to 
demonstrate how the meteorology profession enhanced military 
operations. Maj. Stephen Romolo, commander of Army Forces 
Command’s weather staff operations at Fort McPherson, GA, 
SMSgt Chris Rambali, of the ACC weather division at Langley 
AFB, VA, and A1C Tanylle Casper, a weather apprentice from 
the 15th OWS, Scott AFB, IL, visited CNN studios in Atlanta, 
GA, 12 Mar, to participate in the taping of a CNNfyi.com 
program called “Storm! On the horizon.” The military portion of 
the Webcast, an interactive, on-line program for eighth and 
ninth-graders and their teachers, focused on how military 
weather personnel support AF and Army during peacetime and 
combat operations. The Airman performed experiments on air 
pressure, responded to questions students emailed to 
CNNfyi.com, and talked about the different types of equipment the military used to observe and 
predict the weather. According to CNN officials, the Web site received more than 400,000 hits from 
around the world and approximately 100,000 page views were viewed.28 
 
4 May  AFWA forecasters contributed to the daring rescue effort to evacuate Dr. Ronald 
Shemenski from Amundsen-Scott Station in Antarctica. Dr. Shemenski developed pancreatitis after 
one of his gall stones plugged a duct between his pancreas and gall bladder.29 AFWA’s numerical 
forecast models for the ice-covered continent provided enhanced understanding of the harsh 
environment. 
 
29 May AF/XOWP published implementation procedures and updated policy for releasing 
weather data, products, and software to U.S. allies. AF/XOW provided initial policy to MAJCOM 
                                                        
28 Art., Cortchie Welch, SSgt, USAF, AMC/PA, Air Force Forecasters Weather ‘Storm!’ on CNN Webcast, 
Observer, Mar/Apr 2001, p.11 
 
29 Art., Bradford, Sue, globaserve.net, Eleven Other Americans Extracted from South Pole, 24 Apr 2001, p. 2. 
Downloaded 16 Jan 2012 from http://rense.com/general10/ex.htm . [Note: Event was in AFWA/HO files but the 
reason of the doctor’s illness was found in this article.] 

Figure-8-4: Staff Sgt. Rebecca Jones, a 
broadcast weather technician with the 
American Forces Network Weather 
Center at AFWA, reads a script for an 
upcoming AFNWC broadcast. (Photo 
by Ryan Hansen) 
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DOWs and Operational Weather Squadron CCs in a 13 November 2000 memo, AFW Policy on 
International Transfers of Software/Data,. AFWA as the “Defense Department center of excellence 
for weather satellite imagery” could now provide allies access to high-resolution satellite pictures 
and night vision goggle operational weather software. This was essential to coalition operations in 
future multinational tasked forces. 
 
Jun  The budget of the AF weather FY01 program was $164,770,000. This was a $15 
million decrease over the FY00 actual of $179,935,000.   
 
14 Jun  The space weather forecast mission was transferred to AFWA from the 55th  Space 
Weather Squadron (55 SWXS) at Schriever AFB, Colorado, reversing the transfer of the space weather 
forecasting mission to Schriever when the 55th Space Weather Squadron was activated on 1 Mar 
1997. 
 
14 Jun  AF/XOW confirmed with National Weather Service (NWS) AFW’s commitment to 
the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model being the METOC community’s model of 
choice. XOW proposed the formation of a working group to study the feasibility of the NWS 
running the WRF model as the primary model for the Contiguous US and Alaska, with the Air Force 
[AFWA] running it for the remaining areas of the world. 
 
15 Jun  American Forces Network (AFN) viewers around the world in more than 170 
countries began seeing enhanced forecasts on the network’s “Weather Update” shows. Aimed at 
bringing a “touch of home” to service members, Government civilians and their families, AFN 
added three-dimensional motion graphics and animated icons for the new shows. Until 1998 when 
American Forces Radio and Television Service partnered with AFWA and created the AFN Weather 
Center (AFNWC), regional and local weather reports were non-existent at all but a very few of the 
largest AFN outlets. 
 
6 Jul  AF/XOWP published AFI 15-180, 
Air Force Weather Standardization and 
Evaluation Program (AFWSEP). AFWA 
conducted the first standardization visit at the 
USAFE OWS in August with specific guidance 
from XOWP to focus the visits “…towards 
standardization, with absolutely no intimation of 
evaluation.” 
 
16 Aug 3rd Weather Squadron used Joint 
Air Force and Army Weather Information 
Network (JAAWIN) and Small Tactical 
Terminal (STT) weather satellite products to support Army’s Hunter Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) 
while deployed to Skopje, Macedonia. TSgt Joseph Nichols provided the on-scene commander 
decision assistance information as to where the best chance of cloud-free conditions would be for 
specific missions.  
 
Sep   R. Cargill Hall authored A History of the Military Polar Orbiting Meteorological 
Satellite Program, Office of the Historian, National Reconnaissance Office. The scope of his work 

Figure-8-5:  USA Hunter UAV takeoff from Petrovec 
Airport, Skopje, Macedonia 
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was limited to the program itself. He concluded the program “had sparked a revolution in overhead 
meteorology. It introduced the ‘wheel-mode’ operational satellite, novel attitude-control systems, 
new satellite-tracking programs, and the operational use of infrared imagery to the field of 
meteorology.” Indeed, “DMSP significantly increased the image-search system effectiveness of 
NRO reconnaissance satellites and of SAC SR-71 and U-2 reconnaissance aircraft, while it markedly 
reduced the number of aerial meteorological sorties.”30 

 
Sep  No more weather counters for transient air crews! Air crews could now obtain flight 
weather briefings electronically. Using computer terminals, in the transient air crew work areas of 
base/post operations, aircrews interacted with the OWS using web technology and the Program 
Generation Scheduler/Server (PGS/S) software application. Air crew-requested information was 
transmitted directly to the briefing cell at the OWS. The completed briefing was returned, either via 
the computer or a designated fax machine. 
 
11 Sep  Terrorist Attack United States!  At 0746 central daylight time (CDT), the AFWA 
staff was assembled in a meeting room 
of the Doubletree Suites, 72nd and 
Center, Omaha, NE, to discuss 
AFWA’s strategic planning process. At 
the first break, the staff learned two 
airplanes had crashed into the twin 
towers of the World Trade Center in 
New York City, NY. AFWA/CC, Col 
Robert Allen, halted activities and told 
the staff to return to their duty location 
and await further guidance. All of 
AFWA responded with purposeful 
focus on the uncertainty of what the 
Nation’s leaders would request in the 
form of weather support. In the early 
hours, AFCCC/DOC3 developed a 
short-notice wind study for the National 
Security Advisor for Reagan National Airport across the Potomac River from Washington, D.C. The 
study served as a key piece of information in presidential deliberations regarding reopening the 
airport. Within 2 hours, DOC3 produced a tailwind/headwind/crosswind study for all three runway 
headings at the airport. 
 
Oct  AF/XOW, Brig Gen David L. Johnson, provided a status of AFW to the readers of 
Flying Safety magazine. He emphasized the team aspects of AFW from the scientists at Offutt AFB, 
to the forecasters at regional OWSs and local Combat Weather Team (CWT) experts, all providing 
aircrews with the most accurate weather information [AFW] could provide. He stated, “...you 
[aircrews] are an important part of the new weather team.”  Local CWTs depend on aircrew 
interaction to enable a better forecast for the mission. CWTs filter through the tremendous quantity 
of information available to better equip aircrews to accomplish their mission.  Brig Gen Johnson, 

                                                        
30 Hall, Op. cit., p. 34. 

Figure 8-6: Pentagon damage from 11 Sep 2001 Terrorist Attack 
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requested aircrews, “Make [their] weather folks an important part of the Ops Team-you’ll need them 
to anticipate and exploit the environmental ‘fog of war.’”  
 
12 Oct  The AF History office awarded AFWA’s History Office a prestigious Heritage 
Project Award for the establishment of the Air Force Weather Heritage Center, dedicated in May 
2000. 
 
1 Nov  AF/XOW revised the AFW Mission Statement:  “Deliver to our Nation’s combat 
forces anytime, anyplace, the highest quality, mission-tailored information, products, and services 
relating to the terrestrial and space environment... from the mud to the sun.”  Previous version 
implied the Forces to which AFW was providing support were from the mud to the sun.  In reality, 
the information AFWA provided was on the environment that existed from the mud to the sun. 
 
18 Dec  AF/XOW and Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) (N096) approved the formation of a 
Joint METOC Interoperability Board (JMIB) and invited representatives from USA and USMC to 
fully participate. The formation of a JMIB was a recommendation from a working group formed of 
AFWA and Naval Meteorology and Oceanography Command representatives.  The group believed 
the current Inter-Service Joint METOC Configuration Control Board (JMCCB) did not have 
sufficient scope or authority to effectively improve cooperation between the Service METOC 
communities. The JMIB would replace the JMCCB and support Joint Staff publication Joint Vision 
2020 objectives and improve interoperability of METOC data and product delivery within the DoD.  
 
19 Dec  Operations ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) and NOBLE EAGLE (ONE) First 100 
Days. After the attacks of September 
11, DoD established two operations, 
ENDURING FREEDOM to conduct 
the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT), 
and NOBLE EAGLE to provide 
protection to the United States 
homeland. AFWA developed a 
synopsis of significant contributions to 
these two operations. AFWA’s support 
covered Production, Services, 
Modeling, Communications, 
Equipment, and Training. Classified 
operations generated a phenomenal 
increase in the number of requests to 
AFWA’s various classified web 

interfaces. AFCCC updated climatic 
summaries for various areas of 
operation and produced 200-plus airfield reliability studies in support of planning force beddown 
locations. 
  

Figure 8-7:  SSgt John "Dusty" Lee transmitting observation from a 
remote location high in the mountains of Afghanistan. 
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2002 
 
2 Jan  AF/XOW, in collaboration with MAJCOM DOWs and AFWA, published a Weather 
Search Radar-88 Doppler (WSR-88D) Open Principal User Processor (OPUP) fielding strategy. The 
strategy fundamentally changed the way CWTs (base weather stations) would view precipitation 
returns received from WSR-88Ds.  CWTs would no longer have a dedicated weather radar display to 
interrogate radar returns to warn their customers of impending precipitation events that could impact 
installation resources.  As the result of AFW reengineering, the “lion’s share” of responsibility for 
resource protection at an installation “migrated” from the CWT to the Operational Weather 
Squadron (OWS).  Based on a climatological study performed by AFCCC to determine relative 
frequency of severe weather, a CWT would receive an OPUP if their installation was in the top 16% 
for any severe criteria (winds > 50 kts, large hail, or tornadoes).  Those CWTs not receiving an 
OPUP would rely on the plethora of weather displays [radar data, surface/upper air weather 
observations] available on N-TFS workstations to keep their customers informed of impending 
events.  The only capability a CWT would not have would be the ability to view specific cross-
sections of individual storm cells. 
 
19 Feb  The Defense Weather Program was audited from April 2001 through January 2002 by 
the DoD IG. This was the eighth audit in the past 5 years evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency 
of DoD METOC support provided by the Military Departments to DoD and other Governmental 
agencies. The objectives of this audit were to evaluate the services and support provided by the Navy 
and AF regional centers [OWSs and AFWA]; evaluate Navy and AF numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) models; evaluate the feasibility of jointly developing METOC Acquisition Category III and 
below programs; and evaluate the management control program as it related to the audit objectives. 
Results indicated Navy and AF were providing Service-specific, and not overlapping, support from 
regional centers in the CONUS. In addition AFW reengineered training concept improved the 
quality of AFW forecasts and the efficiency of resources. Two “findings” were identified. Fleet 
Numerical Meteorology and Oceanography Center (FNMOC) and AFWA were not capable of 
providing adequate and uninterrupted backup for each other because they used Service-specific 
mesoscale NWP models and were separately developing next-generation models (finding A). The 
Services might not be deriving benefits that could flow from jointly developing, funding, and 
managing METOC acquisition programs because Navy and AF did not always review and comment 
on operational requirements documents (finding B).  The report identified specific recommendations 
to correct the findings. Regarding the review of respective management control programs, the DoD 
IG identified a material management control weakness within the Navy and AF programs. The 
Oceanographer of the Navy and the AF Director of Weather did not identify operational back-up 
capabilities for providing uninterrupted METOC support as an assessable unit. 
 
27 Feb  On this date, four members from Detachment 3, 7rh Weather Squadron, deployed to 
the Czech Republic to provide front-line weather support to the 2nd Squadron, 6th U.S. Cavalry. The 
mission of the exercise was to safely and efficiently enable the squadron's Apache helicopter pilots 
to obtain current flight qualifications by the conclusion of Exercise TALON STRIKE 02. Deploying 
with a full complement of tactical equipment and personal gear, the team worked in “near calf-deep 
mud” and overcame high winds, fatigue, inexperience, lines of communication difficulties, and 
malfunctioning equipment to ready their site for operations. They completed set-up just in time to 
welcome the arriving squadron of Apaches. Flight inhibiting weather impacted the flying schedule. 
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However, accurate mission execution forecasts delivered by the weather team identified periods of 
good weather that enabled aircrews to achieve necessary flight qualifications. The supported 
commander thanked the team for “outstanding weather support.” 31 
 
Apr   2nd Lt Andrew “Andy” J. Geyer, while assigned to the 18th Weather Squadron, Fort 
Bragg, NC, initiated a “Slide Weather Briefer” software development project. Even though this was 
not a DoD program, the resultant software became known as “Geyerware” and was rapidly accepted 
and became a standard for METOC support to Army units in CENTCOM area of operations.32 Using 
conventional weather data as input and Microsoft Excel macro functionality, one could automatically 
generate relevant weather products for presentation to decision makers at all levels of operations (see 
figure 8-6).  
 
5 Apr  A US Central Command [MARCENT] METOC Officer, J. R. Reusse, produced an 
information paper that revisited the tragic events surrounding Operation EAGLE CLAW. [Reference 
24 Apr 1980 event] He was “under the impression that poor visibility associated with a sand or dust 
storm caused the aircraft mishap…at Desert One.”  He hypothesized, “this was not the case.” Reusse 
reviewed the mission, location, and mishap.  He explained the suspended dust encountered along the 
route and listed some “facts.” He concluded, “Operation EAGLE CLAW was significantly hampered 
by the suspended dust phenomena encountered along the flight route.  It did increase the “fog of 
War”, but it [was] not the reason [eight servicemen] didn’t come back from Desert One alive.” 
 

 
Figure 8-8:  A briefing slide prepared using “Geyerware” software developed by 2nd Lt Andy Geyer, 18th 
Weather Squadron, Ft Bragg, NC 

                                                        
31 Art., Bart Hopkins, SSgt, USAF, Det 3, 7th WS, Exercise TALON STRIKE ’02, Observer, Nov/Dec 02, p. 14. 
 
32 Hbk., Joint METOC Handbook, U.S. Joint Forces Command, 1 Apr 2011, pp. 212-213. 
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12 Apr  AFWA celebrated its 59th birthday [1943-2002] with AFWA’s (AWS) first 
commander, Lt Gen W. Oscar Senter, USAF Ret, as the honored guest.  Gen Senter said, “Near the 
start of World War II, I was told the weather wing would move from Washington D.C. and I had to 
make the move. I found a 7-story municipal building in Asheville, N.C., and signed for it right on the 
spot, and that was the beginning of AWS [AFWA].” Col Robert H. Allen, Commander, remarked, 
“In the past 59 years, we have seen weather technology grow from pibals and theodolites to 
meteorological satellites and solar observing networks....In knowing and honoring our past, we can 
more fully understand that dealing with changes in our force are a given and there will always be 
new systems, and new operations with new challenges for the weather warrior.” 
 
7 May  AF Asst. Vice Chief of Staff approved a request to authorize NATO allies and key 
Pacific Rim countries access to JAAWIN and AFCCC web sites.  “AFWA/CV, Col Chuck Benson, 
termed recent improvements to JAAWIN as truly putting [AFW] into the digital era with a 
meteorological web site second to none.  Now our allied forces can benefit from our success with the 
revolution in web-based services available through JAAWIN.” 
 
25 Jun  Cloud Depiction and Forecast System II (CDFS II) obtained full operational 
capability (FOC).  This culminated a 7-year acquisition effort led by Space and Missile Systems 
Center.  This $52M state-of-the-art model replaced the Real-Time Cloud Analysis Model and 
constructed a three-dimensional depiction of cloud amount and type from surface and space-based 
data collection systems. CDFS II ingested, processed, stored, and disseminated merged, worldwide, 
real-time, 16th mesh (12.5NM grid resolution) cloud analysis and forecast data from nine different 
geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites. Addition of this new capability enhanced AFWA’s 
conduct of weather operations in support of the Nation’s intelligence community. FOC also 
permitted the cessation of various legacy production capabilities, e.g., Advect Cloud Model 
(ADVCLD) 8th mesh forecast and Real-time Nephanalysis (RTNEPH) analyses; DMSP SPRINT 
process supporting RTNEPH, and mainframe computers (Communications Front End Processor 
(CFEP), Hercules and Xena). 
 
27 Jun  Detachment 7 (Det 7), AFWA inactivated.  After 37 years [Reference 1 Jul 1965 
entry] of managing AFW’s Automated Weather Network (AWN), Det 7 transferred operational 
monitoring and control to AFWA’s Weather Data Collection and Dissemination System (WDCADS) 
at Offutt.  Full transition of Det 7 functionality to AFWA established the foundation for the 
modernization of the AFWA Strategic Center and marked a key milestone in AFW history.  A small 
contingent of support contractors remained in place through 31 Jul 2002 to maintain Tinker’s AWN 
equipment during remaining customer transitions to WDCADS. 
 
28 Jun  AFWA turned off its mainframe computers at 28/1218Z. Computer operation was 
now performed by the new “server-based” architecture. 
 
30 Jun  Col Jim Hoke, Individual Mobilization Augmentee (IMA) to the AFWA/CC, 
retired after 30 years of association with AFW. He was a key link between AFWA and NCEP 
over the years that facilitated AFWA’s improved world-wide mesoscale weather modeling 
capability. 
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15 Jul   Space weather forecasters, from the recently activated AFWA Space Weather 
Operations Center (SPACEWOC), issued their first event-level warning to the 614th Space 
Operations Group based on an observed solar flare. At 15/1959Z, the sun in region 0030 
produced a flare that reached X3.0 category in x-rays and had several event-level radio bursts 
shortly after that time. A North American Air Defense Command radar site confirmed it had 
“painted multiple inbounds.”  
 
16 Jul   The 55th Space Weather Squadron (55 SWXS) Schriever AFB, CO was inactivated.  
Concurrently, all of its detachments (Det 1, Learmonth City, Australia; Det 2, Hanscom AFB, MA; 
Det 3, Ramey RSC, Puerto Rico; Det 4, Holloman AFB, NM; and Det 5, Paulehua, HI) were re-
aligned under AFWA. 
 
26 Jul   Strategic Communications Program (SCOMP) achieved FOC.  Beginning in March 
2000, this $32M program converted the AFW product distribution system from an AWN dedicated 
“9600 baud,” circuit-centric environment to a capability based on space-based Very Small Aperture 
Terminal (VSAT) and common user communications Non-Classified Internet Protocol Router 
Network (NIPRNET) data delivery systems.  Linking the re-engineered AFWA, 11 operational 
weather squadrons, and 164 weather flights/detachments, it was hailed as one of the most 
fundamental changes to AFW in 30 years, SCOMP delivered up to 200 times more data/products to 
the warfighter than the dedicated AWN circuits could ever deliver, i.e., gridded model data, 
enhanced analysis and forecast visualizations, and volumes of satellite and radar images. 
 
31 Jul   Power to the Automated Digital Weather Switch (ADWS) mainframes at Tinker AFB 
was turned off. Completion of the 3-year, $10M Reengineered Enterprise Infrastructure Program 
(REIP) effort at AFWA enabled the transition of 700 plus customers, 21 data types, and 28 
communication circuits from Det 7 at Tinker to AFWA. All Det 7 customers were transitioned by 29 
Jul 02.  This marked a key milestone in AFW history. 
 
8 Aug  AFCWC published an AN/TMQ-53 IR Signature Assessment in response to a 
16 Jul 02 request from ACC/DOW. In an ACC IG visit to the 113th Weather Flight, Terry Haute, IN, 
the IG team discovered the TMQ-53’s transmissometer had a large IR light signature.33 AFCWC’s 
assessment confirmed the magnitude of the signature, its impact, and recommended corrective 
measures to minimize or eliminate some of the IR signatures. 34  
 
23 Aug  DoD, NOAA, and NASA announced the award of a $4.5 billion contract to TRW Inc. 
of Redondo Beach, CA [later absorbed by Northrop Grumman], to build and deploy the nation’s 
future polar-orbiting, environmental satellite system. The contract was for the Acquisition and 
Operations phases of NPOESS. NPOESS combined the nation’s military [DMSP] and civilian polar 
environmental satellite programs into a single national system that would significantly improve 
weather forecasting and climate prediction. First launch was scheduled for 2009. 
 

                                                        
33 Ltr., Dernovish, Eric. Maj, USAF, Request to Evaluate the TMQ-53 IR Signature, ACC/DOW letter to 
AFWA/CC, 16 Jul 2002. 
 
34 Rpt., Richards, Ronald L., TSgt, USAF, AFCWC, AN/TMQ-53 IR Signature Assessment, AFCWC, 8 Aug 2002.  
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12 Sep  AFWA’s communications and computer directorate (SC) identified a deliberate 
intrusion into AFWA’s data processing network. AF Computer Emergency Response Team 
(AFCERT) revealed that a questionable internet protocol (IP) address was trying to get into several 
military networks. AFWA’s network operations continued to block the intruder and prevented access 
to any of AFWA’s data.  AFWA/SC reported, “It is not terribly unusual to have such a cyber-attack 
on our network….” 
 
30 Sep  The Space Weather Analysis and Forecast System (SWAFS) initial operational 
capability (IOC) was achieved. SWAFS’ Initial Spiral was a 33-month effort (FY00-02) that 
consisted of re-hosting eight threads, from the 55th SWXS, of operational software with 
enhancements (180K source lines of code) at a cost of $16.5M, the purchase of $1M in hardware, 
integrating capability into the AFWA processing environment, and the transfer of three 
communications circuits. Completion of the initial spiral enabled the closure of 55th SWXS. 
 
15 Oct  The Three-dimensional Variational Data Assimilation (3DVAR) was implemented to 
provide AFWA an advanced observation integration method that significantly improved forecast 
model accuracy. The 3DVAR processed nearly 4 times the amount of data than the previous method 
and included 21 various types of data. 
 
10 Nov  The improved Target Acquisition Weapons Software (TAWS) was integrated into 
mission planning cell of the Air Operations Center (AOC). The new TAWS (a combination of 
TAWS and Night Vision Goggle Operations Weather Software (NOWS)) provided the integrated 
“team of Ops, Intel, and Weather” a cross-feed of information that could significantly improve 
mission planning and execution of the daily air tasking order. 
 
2003 
 
Jan – Feb Charlie Battery, 1st Battalion, 319th Airborne 
Field Artillery Regiment (C/1-319 AFAR) used AFWA’s 
Interactive Gridded Analysis and Display System (iGRADS), 
available on JAAWIN, to overcome weather-induced range 
errors affecting the fire direction center computed range by as 
much as 500 meters. Normally, an AFAR battery would have 
available real-time radiosonde information from a division 
artillery meteorology team (Met). The use of AFWA products 
allowed the Army to reduce their deployment footprint by not 
deploying their Met teams to Afghanistan. 
 
15 Jan  AFWA’s unclassified production branch issued 
their last weather forecast—end of an era! The Continental 
United States (CONUS) Severe Weather and the Strategic 
Weather Sections ceased operations. For the past 34 years, 
CONUS Severe provided Point Weather Warnings (PWW) for 
as many as 400 locations. PWWs provided an early warning 
of upcoming severe weather, so officials could take the proper steps to protect people and property.  
The Strategic Weather Section provided upper-level flight hazards for essentially the entire world for 

Figure-8-9:  AFWA’s unclassified 
production branch issued last “person-
in-the-loop” weather forecast. TSgt 
Chris Lee (top), Strategic Weather 
Section NCOIC and SSgt Jan Burciaga, 
weather technician, discuss the last 
product the section issued, after a 46-
year mission at AFWA. 
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the last 46 years. The section had issued 620,865 forecasts during this period.  This kind of tailored 
regional weather support would now be provided by Operational Weather Squadrons (OWS) located 
around the world. The transfer of functions performed by this branch was a planned part of AFW 
transformation begun in 1998 as AFW Re-engineering. 
 
19 Feb  AFWA implemented the diagnostic cloud forecast model (DCF) using numerical 
weather prediction MM5 forecast parameters. Model output products of cloud cover over target 
areas were used by TAWS to improve air strike mission planning. 
 
20 Feb  AFCCC, located in Ashville, NC, and 28 OWS located in Sumter, SC, assisted in the 
planning of military operations in Iraq.  Lt Col Tom Frooninckx, 28 OWS/CC, was quoted as saying, 
“I always say weather forecasters are domino pushers. We start a chain of events, of decision 
making, which leads to events and operations. The decision could be something as big as ‘All units 
start the war tomorrow,’ or deciding whether we put snow blades on our vehicles.”  AFW had been 
in “high gear” since 11 Sep 2001, and was now operating “with even more intensity as the 
possibility builds of war with Iraq.” 
 
Mar   Air University Press published Air War College Maxwell Paper No. 29, Weather 
Operations in the Transformation Era, by Col John M. Lanicci. The document would guide the near-
term activities across AFW as the AF implemented major transformational changes. In the forward, 
MGen Bentley B. Rayburn, AWC/CC stated:  

“[Col Lanicci outlined]…changes in a concept called weather, intelligence, 
surveillance, and reconnaissance (WISR), a term first used by the Air Staff to 
describe the total integration of natural and man-made environments for predictive 
battlespace awareness (PBA). The WISR concept [was] based on substantially 
increasing the volume of weather data collected in theater by using the same 
airborne assets being proposed for PBA, persistent ISR, and time-critical targeting. 
It [WISR concept] proposes the creation of a four-dimensional database that can be 
used to integrate the natural environment into the common operating picture.”35 
 

Mar   Several months before the start of major military action for OIF, U.S. special 
operations forces operated clandestinely throughout the northern and central portions of Iraq. Two 
AFSOC CWT Airmen, SSgt “Dusty” Lee and SSgt Dave Mack, were instrumental in providing 
critical weather support during this period.  

SSgt Lee was in northeastern Iraq, near the Iranian border for the purpose of 
conducting chemical downwind messaging in the event the Iraqis decided to use chemical warfare 
against U.S. and coalition forces. Additionally, he conducted forward weather observing operations 
to collect environmental data in the data sparse region. The data was critical to enabling the close air 
support assets supporting Special Forces elements from the 10th Special Forces Group that were 
linked up with the Peshmerga (armed Kurdish fighters), who were fighting Saddam Hussein’s forces. 
SSgt Lee’s element was involved in heavy fighting on at least six separate occasions during these 
series of engagements.36  

                                                        
35 Art., Lanicci, John. M., Col, USAF, Weather Operations in the Transformation Era, Maxwell Paper No. 29, Air 
University Press, Mar 2003, p. iii 
 
36 Cunningham, Op. cit, p. 26 
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SSgt Mack was attached to an Army Special Forces ground team and flew into south 
central Iraq and then traveled across the country with the team. Mack provided weather observations 
in the initial phases of the war. When Mack’s team moved toward Baghdad, he provided weather 
observations for Baghdad Airport until conventional forces arrived. Mack provided observations 
back to the staff weather officer, Maj Randall Kallenbach, of the Combined Joint Special Operations 
Task Force in western Iraq, via satellite phone every three hours. The observations were then relayed 
to other AFW resources for inclusion into classified weather data bases.37 

 
 
17 Mar The Infrared Target-Scene Simulation Software (IRTSS) was delivered in time for use 
during the initial stages of OIF combat operations. An F-117 pilot remarked, “IRTSS is a fantastic 
tool and if anyone doesn’t use it [before the mission], they’re stupid.” IRTSS provided the capability 
to generate ‘through-the-sensor’ target scene predictions in the thermal IR waveband. As the system 
accounted for target area geography, mission tactics, weather, time of day, and sensor characteristics, 
it allowed aircrews to fly-through the target area scene prior to the actual mission. AFWA provided 
the various weather elements that contributed to the target scene definition. AF/XOW believed 
IRTSS was one of several success stories in OIF. The IRTSS technology proved to be a valuable tool 
for increasing aircrew situational awareness during the air campaign. IRTSS was managed as part of 
AFWWS War Weather by ESC/ACW with user representation provided by Col Mary Lockhart, 
IMA to AF/XOW, Mr. Leandro Delgado, contractor in AFWA/XPF, and Lt Col Brian Patterson, Air 
National Guard F-16 pilot. 
 
19 Mar D-Day - OIF war begins.38  

    

 

                                                        
37 Art., Grigsby, Jodie, AFWA/PA, Joint Operations Halfway Around the World, Observer, Vol. 49, No. 7, Nov/Dec 
2003, p. 10. 
 
38 Book, Gordon, Michael R. and Trainor, Bernard E., COBRA II, Pantheon Books, New York, Appendix, p. 551, 
2006 
 

Figure-8-10:  “The Forecast” – 22 Mar 2003 Joint 
Operations Area Forecast (JOAF) valid for 26 Mar 
2003 depicts visibilities less than 1 mile caused by 
sandstorm covering central Iraq. 

Figure-8-11: “ The Observation” – As allied forces 
marched towards Bagdad they encountered a 
massive dust storm. An AN/TMQ-53 installed, on top 
of a SICPS equipped HMMWV, measured weather 
elements during the storm. 
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26 Mar  Aircrews of the Air Mobility Command, flying fifteen C-17 Globemaster IIIs, 
successfully completed a nighttime airdrop of approximately 1,000 “Sky Soldiers” from the 173rd 
Airborne Brigade behind enemy lines into Northern Iraq. It was the largest combat airdrop since the 
invasion of Panama in December 1989 for Operation JUST CAUSE and a first for the C-17.The 
objective was to secure Bashur airfield and prepare it for the follow-on airland operation of the 
remaining portion of the brigade over the next 4 days.39 Weather support was key to this successful 
operation. 

Capt John Roberts was the staff weather officer to the 173rd and was responsible for 
providing the mission execution forecast. In coordination with AFWA’s Special Operations Weather 
Operation Center (SOFWOC), 28th OWS, USAFE OWS, and the Central Command Joint Operations 
Center they issued planning information several days in advance. In the meantime, SSgt Tom 
Dishon, an AFSOC CWT Airman, along with a 6-man combat reconnaissance patrol was covertly 
inserted and tasked to establish the Landing Zone for the 173rd. SSgt Dishon prepared surface 
weather observations and provided limited-data forecasting.40 

Based on discussions with his combined team, Capt Roberts initially advised 
postponing the airdrop for a day because an intense low pressure system was impacting the area of 
operations creating high winds, low ceilings and visibility with snow. Delay was not an option. The 
political situation dictated the troops needed to be on the ground on the 26th. Capt Roberts with 
assistance from Lou Riva, an AFWA civilian working at the SOFWOC, and other meteorologists 
pored over satellite images, surface weather observations, and weather model data to identify a 
favorable period to execute the mission. They were all in agreement. There appeared to be a very 
tiny window of opportunity. They identified a break in the cloud formation that would provide a 2-
hour window of opportunity the paratroopers could use to get into Bashur.41 

Twelve hours out, Capt Roberts made the call, unfavorable conditions except for a 2-
hour period, and the men and their equipment were packed for the jump. They took off from Aviano 
AB, Italy for the four-hour trip to Iraq, Roberts stayed behind to monitor the mission.  

In an interview with the AFWA historian, Capt Roberts related the final moments: 
“The final weather decision at the 2 hour mark the people on the ground said, 
weather conditions don’t permit, we recommend you cancel the mission.’ At which 
point my heart fell down to my feet, I jumped on the radio [speaking to the pilot in 
the lead aircraft], I said,’ disregard the comment on the ground’ cause I found out 
the guys on the ground were great but all they had was a [Kestrel] 4000 and a radio. 
[They] didn’t have any laser range or night vision equipment. So they really didn’t 
have a good estimate on the clouds. And also I could see on the satellite that it was 
starting to break up so I said, ‘sir you now have 2 hours left for your flight, by the 
time you get there, keep flying when you get there it will clear by the time you get 
there.’ So the aircraft kept flying and the generals sitting next to me when I said 
that….and then the snow stopped at about 30 minutes prior to the time to target the 
last observation, cause 20 minutes out they were going to go to radio silence just for 

                                                        
39 Art., Bauer, Cynthia, AMC, PA, Mission Commander Recounts Historic C-17 Airdrop into Iraq, AMC News Svc, 
11 Apr 2003. 
 
40 Cunningham, Op. cit, p. 27 
 
41 Art., Cordes, Henry J., Weather Forecasters at Offutt Tout Key Role in Iraq War, Omaha World-Herald, 
19 Aug 2003. 
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safety, in the last ob he said, 800 and a half and I was like oh no there’s a good 
chance that it wasn’t going to clear out when the aircraft got there and the aircraft 
couldn’t loop around like when they got there they had one shot and then they’d have 
to come back home and then right then they said oh wait hold on a second and they 
said, the guys on the ground told me later right about 30 minutes out they looked up 
and they saw a couple stars and they knew it was starting to break up and they said 
ah broken and once it started to break and that convergence zone kinda came 
through and it was fairly windy on the ground it wasn’t above the jump it was about 
10-12 knots it lifted up the ceilings and they said it’s up to about 2000 and we can 
see 3 miles. And then radio silence so waiting, waiting, wait. Longest 20 minutes of 
my life. The guy on the ground comes back on, I spot the first aircraft, I count 20 
something yeah he counted how many sheets he sees. So it was like boom I was like 
whew I was relieved. Now you know that their jumping and that it was a success.42 

 
31 Mar AF/XOW defined the AFW requirements process in response to changes to the 
Chairman of Joint Chief of Staff Instruction (CJCSI) 3170. AFW requirements were divided into 
several distinct categories—near term operational requirements; requirements that generate 
capability development, modifications, to existing capabilities, AFW funding commitments, and/or 
manpower needs; and finally emerging contingency requirements generated by imminent or 
currently on-going operations. The first category was not affected by the new policy and would 
continue to be addressed by the appropriate OWS and/or AFWA as long as they can be met using 
existing capabilities. The other two would be addressed by the new process that generated an 
integrated priority listing (IPL). An AFW Requirements Oversight Council was established to 
recommend an IPL for AF/XOW’s approval. The new 
process was used for the first time to baseline the FY04 
AFW program.43 
 
1 Apr   The New York Times published an article 
characterizing the meteorological support that led to the 
accurate prediction of a “potent” dust storm that affected 
operations 5 days into the start of OIF hostilities. 28th OWS 
provided 5 days of advanced notice to commanders who 
were able to adjust battle plans and take advantage of the 
blinding conditions. 
 
3 Apr  Elements of the 3rd Infantry Division 
(Mechanized) captured portions of the Saddam 
International Airport. SSgt Julie Moretto, a weather 
technician with the 15th ASOS while attached to the Tactical Assault Center, was the first 
conventional AFW person to arrive in Baghdad. She remarked, “That was the closest any of us had 
been to the frontline….We were welcomed to the newly named Baghdad International Airport under 

                                                        
42 Interview, Roberts, John, Capt USAF, to AFWA/HO, 4 Feb2004. [Interview was about Capt Roberts involvement 
in 173rd Airborne Brigade airdrop operation.] 
43 Ltr., Black, Robert, Lt Col, USAF, AF/XOWX, Air Force Requirements Process, AF/XOW to MAJCOM/DOWs, 
31 Mar 2003. 
 

Figure 8-12: SSgt. Julie Moretto answers 
questions by members of Iraq’s 
meteorological organization. (USAF photo 
by 2nd Lt. Rebecca R. Garland) 
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continuous fire.”44 However, a day or so earlier, the first surface weather observation under KQTZ 
[the “KQ” identifier assigned to Baghdad Airport] was taken by SSgt Dave Mack, a special tactics 
weather person attached with Special Forces Operational Detachment—Alpha 583, from the south 
end of the runway.45 
 
23 Apr  AFWA briefed the Product Tailoring Warfighter Applications (PTWA) Analysis of 
Alternatives (AoA) (Level III) to AF/XOW in order to update the Forecast System 21st Century (FS-
21) Operational Requirements Document (ORD). The briefing addressed various alternative 
solutions, reviewed the pros and cons of each, assessed their risk, and concluded the combination of 
N-TFS and Horace [a UK Met Office developed weather application] would be a material solution 
that could meet AFW’s vision. 
 
1 May  Ramey Solar Observatory’s AN/FMQ-7 Solar Optical Telescope “terminated” 
operation at 1200Z/0800L. Capt Tersigni, the last Commander of Detachment (Det) 3, ordered the 
final “stowing” of the telescope’s objective lens. After nearly 37 years of conducting “solar patrol” 
as part of AFW’s Solar Optical Observing Network, AFWA was inactivating Det 3.  Col Wendell T. 
Stapler, AFWA/XO, was the presiding officer for the ceremonies. Actual inactivation would not be 
complete until 1 October 2003. 
 
5 May   Harris Corporation of Melbourne, FL, provided AFW 100 First-In Weather Systems 
(FinWS) some of which were used during the initial hostilities of OIF. The system allowed combat 
weather airman to receive current weather data on laptops using digital radio antenna that weighed 
less than five pounds. Weather products were generated at AFWA and the 28th OWS and then 
transmitted to one of two commercial satellites that were part of the WorldSpace satellite radio 
network, covering Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Europe for relay to a FinWS located within a 
given area of responsibility (AOR). 
 
15 May  HQ Air Force inserted AFWA’s new building project into the Future Year Defense 
Plan (FYDP) as a place holder for FY08. 
 
6 Jun   AFWA assisted the 447th Air Expeditionary Group with equipment and training plans 
so weather technicians could provide training to Iraqi Meteorological Organization (IMO) personnel. 
This training allowed the Iraqis to effectively operate and maintain the meteorological measuring 
equipment installed at Baghdad Airport during the war. 
 
24 Jun  AF Historical Research Agency published “Weather in Air Campaigns, 1990 – 2003.” 
The study concluded that AFW’s reengineering efforts in the late 1990s created a new structure that 
provided centralized weather data facilities at the strategic level, a set of operational weather 
squadrons as “hubs” at the operational level, and combat weather teams at the tactical level. This 
new structure proved to be more effective during OEF and OIF than AFW organizations in earlier 
operations.46 
                                                        
44 Art., Moretto, Julie, SSgt, 15th ASOS, 3rd Inf Div (M), 4th Brigade Aviation, Army Aviation Weather, Observer 
Magazine, June 2003, Special Edition, p. 17 
 
45 Interview with, Benson, Joseph T., Maj, USAF, SOCCENT/SWO, 8 Apr 2004, p. 5  
 
46 Study, Haulman, Daniel L., Dr., “Weather In Air Campaigns, 1990-2003,”  AFHRA, 24 Jun 2003 
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Figure-8-13:  A C-17 Globemaster III 
touches down at McCord AFB, WA as the 
AN/FMQ- 19 Automatic Meteorological 
Station creates an automated surface 
weather observation. Located near the 
touchdown point of the runway, primary 
sensors visible are, from left, precipitation,
lightning detection, cloud height, combined 
visibility/present weather, and wind 
direction/speed [atop the 10 meter mast]. 

30 Jun  AFWA prepared and AF/XOWP approved the AFW Weather Station Certification 
and AN/FMQ-19 Automatic Meteorological Station (AMS) Commissioning Plan. Weather station 
certification was mandated by Federal Meteorological 
Handbook-1 (FMH-1) whenever there was a major change 
to station operations.  For nearly 6647 years, AFW 
personnel had been taking, recording, and disseminating 
surface weather observations manually at weather stations 
around the globe. With the fielding of the FMQ-19, that 
process would be automated, except for weather person 
augmentation/backup and quality control. The plan 
identified the essential elements of the certification 
process: proper site selection of equipment; certification of 
weather observers; existence of adequate operation, 
augmentation, and backup procedures; and establishment 
of an effective quality control program. AFWA and gaining 
units used the plan to certify AFW weather stations after 
the contractor installed an FMQ-19. 
 
Sep   AFWA’s FY03 Capital Equipment 
Replacement Program (CERP) celebrated a 3-year lifecycle 
milestone with the replacement of its core server 
components.  More than simply a one-for-one replacement, 
this year’s effort consolidated services through a first-time 
use of Network Attached Storage (NAS) and a common 
high-speed tape backup device.  The fully integrated 
enclave eliminated expensive, stand-alone storage arrays and drives and reduced the number of 
operating system and application licenses used to provide core administrative services to the agency. 
CERP also replaced 26 percent of the microcomputers and peripherals in AFWA.  Peripheral 
components include scanners, printers, trackballs, and monitors.  This year marked the third 
consecutive year that the program had met or exceeded its 
goal of replacing from between 25 to 33 percent of agency 
desktop components at a cost of $493,000.00.  
 
30 Sep  A dedication and ribbon-cutting ceremony 
was held to inaugurate a data exchange between AFWA 
and the British Royal Navy’s Fleet Weather and 
Oceanographic Center (FWOC). The new 
communications platform provided the FWOC 
meteorologists with up-to-the-minute Defense 
Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) data.  
 
18 Oct  DMSP launched F16 from Vandenberg, and 
AFWA performed early orbit support for 30 days.  On 18 
Nov, Col. Randy Odle, DMSP program director, 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
 
47 Note: 1 Jul 1937 to 1 Jul 2003 was used as a basis of approximation. 

Figure-1-14:  SSgt Jay Sablan, AFWA 
Communications Directorate, Network 
Systems Administrator, replaces a failed 
hard drive on an AFWA server. 
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transferred Satellite Control Authority (SCA) to Mr. Bruce Needham, Associate Director of 
Operations, NPOESS IPO, and he delegated F16 command authority to Suitland National 
Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service Office of Satellite Operations 
(NESDIS/OSO) 
 
27 Oct  AFWA space weather operations center personnel classified a solar flare detected by 
the Solar X-ray Imager as the third largest solar event in recorded history. As an aside, the solar spot 
group was the largest recorded in the current solar cycle. The center had issued more than 300 
warnings of possible problems to DoD officials since 19 Oct. 
 
10 Nov  AF/XOW published lessons learned for OIF.  Gen Stickford stated, “Overall, I am 
very pleased with the success of our weather warriors during OIF.  This report and the testimonials 
from field commanders confirm how well AFW performed its primary mission....”  He provided his 
expectations to the AFW community that the report “be used actively as a guidebook to shape future 
policies and initiatives within the career field, not relegated to the history shelf.”  The information 
was used to form the basis of the AFW “story” as it was rolled into the overall Air Force after action 
report on OIF. 
 
13 Nov  High Performance Computing Office (HPCMO) awarded AFWA and the Navy’s 
FNMOC, Monterey, CA, a grant to improve numerical weather prediction for DoD. The two 
agencies each received $2.5M to purchase computer hardware and accomplish operational test and 
evaluation of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) modeling framework. 
 
2 Dec   AFWA’s Circuit Management Office 
(CMO) worked closely with the United Kingdom 
Meteorological Office (UKMO), DISA-Europe, and the 
USAFE OWS to successfully move UKMO weather circuit 
connections from Bracknell, UK, to their new home in 
Exeter, UK. CMO’s analysis of the data flow on the 
connection between Exeter and the USAFE OWS resulted 
in the bandwidth requirement being reduced by 50% and a 
savings of $8K per month. 
 
13 Dec  Combat weather forecasters from the 3rd 
Weather Squadron produced planning and mission 
execution forecasts48 for Operation RED DAWN. The 4th 
Infantry Division’s 1st Brigade Combat Team and Task 
Force 121 conducted the joint operation, which led to 
successful capture Saddam Hussein.49 
  

                                                        
48 Art., 3rd Weather Squadron, Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, downloaded from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3rd_Weather_Squadron, 17 Nov 2011. 
 
49 Art., Operation RED DAWN, Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia, downloaded from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Red_Dawn, 17 Nov 2011. 

Figure-8-15: Samir, a 34-year-old Iraqi -
American US Special Forces interpreter 
who helped find Saddam Hussein and pull 
him from his hideaway. 
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2004 
 
29 Jan  AFWA conducted a Program Management Review of those projects assigned to 
AFWA for obligation of funds. After 1 year of operation of the Systems Engineering, Management, 
and Sustainment (SEMS) contract, AFWA had reduced costs of various strategic center operations 
and maintenance activities from $16,497K in FY03 to $15,927K in FY04.  This was achieved 
through the consolidation of activities within the SEMS contract. Mr. Leute, AFWA/XPS-T, 
identified full funding needs for NPOESS as just over $207M for the years FY05-11. 
 
Feb  AFCCC launched its new Spatial Climatology Initiative, the first step toward 
redefining map-based climatology as it applies to mission planners, warfighters, and weather 
forecasters. The new website opened the door to the most comprehensive library of climate 
information available on the web. It used Geographic Information System (GIS) technology for 
quick access to diverse information from engineering weather data to Operational Climatic Data 
Summaries (OCDS) to Advanced Climate Modeling Environmental Simulations (ACMES) images 
to collections of climatological atlases. 
 
9 Mar  AFWA/XP requested ESC/ACW to identify a technical solution for the 104 sites still 
on the “unfunded list” for Observing System 21st Century (OS-21) Fixed Base.  OS-21 was divided 
into various observing capabilities such as fixed base, tactical, remote-expendable, manual, and 
upper air.  The AN/FMQ-19 was identified as the fixed base capability and the AN/TMQ-53 was the 
tactical solution.  The FMQ-19 possessed more capability and was too expensive to field at all 213 
locations identified in the OS-21 Operational Requirements Document. The AN/TMQ-53 was not 
designed for 24 hour, 365 day operations and therefore didn’t meet requirements at such locations as 
missile field launch control facilities, gunnery/bombing ranges, or small uncontrolled airfields. 
 
17 Mar AFWA conducted a briefing for the AF/IL military construction (MILCON) 
Congressional Liaisons and ACC/CE Program Manager for MILCON in response to the acceleration 
of AFWA New Building MILCON funds from FY08 to FY06. The purpose of the visit was to 
determine whether the 55th Wing and AFWA could support the acceleration. AFWA and 55th Wing 
committed the resources necessary to complete a “Conceptual Design.” To manage the design effort 
AFWA prepared an initial Project Management Plan to manage AFWA’s responsibilities and 
activities in the “conceptual design” phase. This effort resulted in Congress’ appropriating the 
necessary funds for FY06. 
 
Apr   The 4th Expeditionary Air Support Operations Group, Weather Systems Support 
Cadre (WSSC) [refer to 10 Nov 1997 entry] personnel provided logistics and maintenance support of 
deployed weather systems across the OIF area of operations. The two person team of MSgt John 
Houghton and TSgt Steven Smathers assisted dispersed weather teams with trouble calls and 
troubleshooting failed systems via phone or e-mail. In addition they ordered parts, tracked them from 
the states and found a way to get them to the proper unit no matter where they were located. Their 
tireless efforts assured weather teams experienced the minimum of down time for inoperative 
equipment.50 

                                                        
50 Art., Beckham, Tim, A1C, USAF, 379th AEW/PA, Fixing the Forecast, Keeping Weather Systems On-line, 
Observer, Vol. 50, No. 2, Mar/Apr 2004, p. 8.  
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1 Apr  The respective Operation Processing Center (OPC) leaders [AFWA, Col. Benson; 
FNMOC, Capt Gunderson, USN; NCEP, Dr. Uccellini] signed a National Concept of Operations 
Framework for the Operational Processing Centers. The concept would guide their operational 
implementation of WRF—the next-generation numerical weather prediction model. By this time 
NCEP and the Navy had already decided to not migrate to NCAR's WRF (ARW) core, but rather, 
chose to develop their own "flavor" of WRF. NRL and FNMOC agreed to rewrite COAMPS in the 
WRF framework, enabling interoperability at three levels: model output fields, model physics, and 
model dynamic core. NCEP continued with their version of WRF, but NRL abandoned the approach. 
AFWA learned from representative attendance at several WRF meetings that the Navy 
representatives first expressed concern that the task of rewriting COAMPS into the WRF framework 
was far more difficult than they first estimated. FNMOC eventually latched onto the information 
assurance mantra as their reason for halting work converting COAMPS to WRF. Essentially, the 
Navy did not trust "community" code that could have embedded viruses/Trojan horses, etc.51 AFWA 
proceeded along the agreed upon concept to implement WRF for AFW use in daily operations. 
 
28 Apr  AFWA software developers implemented the Feature Track Winds (FTW) software 
capability increasing satellite observation model inputs in Africa, Indian Ocean and Southwest Asia 
by up to 6000%. AFWA could now routinely process and exploit FTW in AFWA’s mesoscale 
modeling capability, MM5. 
 
3 May  AFWA ceased processing of DMSP Special Sensor Microwave Temperature (T1 and 
T2) (SSMT) sounding data. AFCCC had terminated their use of the data in Atmospheric Slant Path 
Analysis Model (ASPAM) products. 
 
9 Jul  ESC/ACW awarded a “fly-off” contract to 
Raytheon and Northrop Grumman for the Joint 
Environmental Toolkit (JET). Each contractor would 
develop their own version of JET based on AF 
requirements and ESC would then select the best value 
solution. JET was the replacement for the N-TFS, the Joint 
Weather Impacts System (JWIS), the forecaster toolkit 
portion of the Integrated Meteorological System (IMETS), 
and the OPS II [Operational Weather Squadron processing 
system]. Once fielded, JET would be the third-generation 
interactive graphic meteorological processing system 
replacing the 1990’s N-TFS. At the end of the “fly-off” 
period in Oct 2005, ESC selected Raytheon. 
 
13 Jul  Air Force selected SSgt Terri Palmer as one 
of the outstanding airman of the year for 2004. Sergeant 
Palmer, a weather forecaster assigned to the 15th Air Support Operations Squadron, Pope AFB, NC, 
was selected as Air Combat Command's Airman of the Year. She was part of initial OIF deployment 
forces in support of the Army's 3rd Infantry Division, where she transmitted 260 tactical weather 

                                                        
51 E-mail, Surmeier, Mark, AFWA/A3, FNMOC use of WRF, 23 Jan 2012. [Note: e-mail trail is a discussion of 
about how the other two processing centers proceeded with implementing WRF. The concept document is on file at 
the AFWA/HO historical holding area.] 

Figure-8-16: SrA Palmer working in the 
IMETS in Kuwait as the 3rd ID prepares for 
the push north to Bagdad. 
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observations and 40 tactical weather warnings with a 99-percent error-free rate. Her support of 
22,000 deployed soldiers was deemed critical to mission success and resulted in her earning the 
Army Commendation Medal. Sergeant Palmer volunteered off-duty at Ronald McDonald House, 
recruiting 10 other Airmen to assist in registering guests, cleaning guestrooms and office spaces, as 
well as cooking food. She also found time to organize 11 meals for hospice families and guests.52 
 
Aug  AF/XOO-W, BGen Thomas Stickford, published the Air Force Weather Strategic 
Plan and Vision, 2008-2032. The plan and vision was intended to set AFW’s course for 
transformation, starting with FY2008-2032 planning cycle. The plan described the pathway toward a 
future in which global intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, transnational threats, full-
spectrum military operations, and extraordinary advances in information technology and military 
hardware would shape the ways in which AFW would conduct its day-to-day operations. 
 
14 Aug AF/XOW and the DoD Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (PA) for Internal 
Communications renewed the memorandum of understanding (MOU) for AFWA to provide support 
to American Forces Network (AFN). The MOU outlined the responsibilities and major actions 
required to provide weather information to DoD personnel overseas. 
 
Sep  AN/TMQ-54, Receiving Set Satellite (RSS). Initial operations began at Manas AB, 
Kyrgyzstan.  The RSS was the deployable polar METSAT component of Joint METSAT Ingest, 
Software, and Terminals (JMIST) concept. 
 
14 Sep  AFWA determined NOAA’s Global Forecast 
System (GFS) provided better forecasting accuracy than the 
Navy’s Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System 
(NOGAPS).  The transition to GFS provided increased 
consistency between AFWA’s mesoscale model, the large-
scale model it uses, and the products AFWA provided its 
customers. 
 
27 Sep  The United States Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) and KHA conducted a kick-off meeting for the 
30% design phase. USACE announced they were planning 
for a first quarter Fiscal Year (FY) 2006 contract award. 
USACE PM, Kevin Pace, introduced the potential need to 
reduce the Customer Concept Design validated 200,000 
square feet need to ensure lowest bid stays within $30M 
budget. Recent bid openings within ACC had exceeded 
budgets by 10 to 20 %. On 29 Oct, AFWA/CC and 
AF/XOO-W concurred with three New Building design 
changes: orientation of the building on the site [front facing 
north vice south]; reduce atrium [lobby] height from three stories to two; and reduce total square 
footage by 25,000 square feet. 

 
                                                        
52 Art. Air Force Names 12 OAY, AFPC, 13 Jul 2004 downloaded 14 Dec 2011 from 
http://www.trackpads.com/forum/air-force/110603-afpc-news.html 

Figure-8-17: Brig Gen Stickford, AF/XOO-
W, congratulates Mr. Kirk Theophanous 
on his appointment to a 2-yr Legislative 
Fellowship position with the United States 
Congress. Mr. Theophanous was a 
program manager for comm. and 
computer systems in AFWA’s Plans and 
Programs directorate. 
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14 Oct  AFWA formalized the Geospatial Information System (GIS) as a project. The GIS 
effort began with various entities within AFWA using Commercial/Joint Mapping Toolkit 
(C/JMTK) for exploration and development.  Formation of the project provided a single point of 
contact to integrate GIS into the enterprise.  On 1 December 2004, the National Geospatial-
intelligence Agency (NGA) solicited AFWA’s assistance to explore the possibility of a 12-month 
funded partnering agreement to provide geospatial weather (METOC) information in support of 
Homeland Defense. 
 
31 Oct  Using a Time Compliance Technical Change Order (TCTCO), ESC/ACW replaced 
over 400 AN/FMQ-13 wind sensors throughout the AF. AFW units had been estimating wind 
information for aircrews since early 2003 because of known inaccuracies of the sensor. 
 
Nov  AFWA/CCB approved the AFWA Consolidated Network (ACN) FY05 hardware 
acquisition purchases to replace end-of-life equipment and extend test bed functionality. This 
program began the effort to configure ACN to support the transition to the new building in FY08. It 
replaced unclassified network legacy equipment with standard systems and expanded the network 
test bed as a key element of the enterprise test bed. The program launched efforts to evaluate 
consolidating several enterprise functions to include reverse proxy, server load balancing, and Public 
Key Infrastructure (PKI) support  
 
4 Nov  The 5th Operational Weather Flight was activated, stationed at Shaw AFB, SC, and 
was associated with the 28th OWS. This moved AFW closer to realizing AF’s goal of seamlessly 
integrating guard, reserve, active duty and civilian personnel toward accomplishing its Total Force 
concept. Another example of Total “Weather” Force occurred with the activation of the 12th 
Operational Weather Flight (OWF) associated with the 15th OWS, Scott AFB, IL. Alignment of 
these AFRC units with an OWS added depth and breadth to the AFW mission.53 
 
30 Nov  The AN/TMQ-43, Small Tactical Terminal (STT) program was terminated and 
selected components would be reused in AN/UMQ-13 (Mark IVB) and AN/TMQ-54, Receiving Set 
Satellite (RSS). 
 
2005 
 
27 Jan  AF/XOO-WP informed all MAJCOM DOWs of the Air Force policy for air traffic 
control and weather personnel to maintain the AN/FMQ-19 Operator Interface Display (OID) on the 
2-minute average time sample period. The OID had a switch that allowed the FMQ-19 software to 
determine wind conditions using two different sample time periods, 5 seconds and 2 minutes. 
Justification for this policy was based on a paper by J. Wieringa, Representativeness of Wind 
Observations at Airports©, presented to the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Technical 
Conference on Aviation Meteorology (TECAM), 5-9 November 1979. The paper was subsequently 
published in Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, Volume 61, Number 9, September 
1980. 
 

                                                        
53 Art. Edger, Lawrence, LtCol, USAF, AFRC Weather Operation Adds Depth, Breadth to AFW Mission, Observer, 
Vol. 51, No. 3, May/Jun 2005, p. 12 
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28 Jan  AFOTEC’s Detachment 4 published the final report for NPOESS Operational 
Assessment (OA) #1 that was conducted in two phases, October 2000 to April 2002 and from March 
2003 to September 2004. The report provided decision-makers with an assessment of the NPOESS 
space and command, control, and communications (C3) segments prior to the delta preliminary 
design review. 
 
Mar   ESC Completed fielding of Continental United States (CONUS) AN/TMQ-53, 
Tactical Meteorological Observing System (TMOS)Iridium Upgrade Kits. The kits provided an 
improved satellite communications link for the transmission of weather observations when no local 
area network was available to connect to the internet. 
 

  
Figure 8-18:  Diagram showing how weather observations flow 
from AN/TMQ-53 employed in a theater of operations to 
AFWA with the addition of the Iridium communication 
upgrade kit. 

Mar   SMC Det 11, Logistics Support Manager, declared the AN/FMQ-12, Digital 
Ionospheric Sounding System (DISS) unsupportable and proposed transferring DISS to AFWA to 
provide command logistics support. 
 
3 Mar  The Government accepted Weather Data Analysis (WDA) contract’s increment 2 
(AFCCC’s Point Analysis Reengineering (PAR) application). 
 
4 Mar  U.S. Army DCS/G2/DAMI-POB submitted a Statement of Requirements to the Air 
Force for Weather Support to Army Modular Forces. They stated, “As the Army transforms, our 
objective is to integrate weather data, products, staff weather officer (SWO) advice, and weather 
impacts directly into net-centric operations at all echelons. The SWO and Battlefield Weather Team 
(BWT) will continue to be a vital part of weather support to the transformed Army.” Earlier in 
January, U. S. Army DCS/G2/DAMI-POB, informed subordinate Army G-2s they should work with 
their USAF Staff Weather Officer (SWO) to ensure USAF Combat Weather Team understood the 
Brigade Combat Team (BCT) mission, develop adequate communications links, and provide 
mission-specific weather information to meet BCT requirements within their resources. The AF 
didn’t know how it would expand manpower and/or use new techniques to meet the BCT weather 
support requirements.  Providing a Weather Team at each BCT would create a potential worldwide 
shortfall of approximately 250 AFW personnel, a 50% increase in manpower authorizations. 
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19 Mar A Navy aviation weather team conducted a 30-day experiment at Rota, Spain and 
Sembach’s OWS. The experiment was designed to evaluate possible operational implementation 
scenarios of operating a hub to perform all aviation weather support for all US Naval airfields in the 
European Theater. 
 
May   MSgt Robert Steenburgh, 3rd Weather Squadron Readiness Flight Chief, Fort Hood, 
TX, was the first enlisted weather professional selected to attend a master’s program at Air Force 
Institute of Technology. Upon graduation from the Department of Engineering Physics his 
assignment was to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Space Environment 
Center in Boulder, CO.54 
 
1 Jun  After over five years of operational evaluation, the ten WC-130Js of the 53rd WRS 
(AF Reserve) were declared fully operational, replacing the WC-130H first fielded in 1973.  
Beginning with the 2005 hurricane season, the J-model flew all missions tasked by the National 
Hurricane Center in Miami.55 
 
30 Jun  Under contract to AFWA, Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) 
published a two-volume report AFWA/TN-05/001, Value of Weather Services to the Combatant 
Commands. The investigation focused on finding and developing credible evidence that would help 
convince AF and DoD decision-makers that investments in weather service enhancements could 
improve the combatant commanders' mission effectiveness and provide a positive return on 
investment. Using verification statistics produced by AFWA, the report contained hard numbers that 
could be used in the Air Force Capabilities Review and Risk Assessment (CRRA) process to more 
accurately evaluate the overall contribution of weather to the Air Force Concept of Operations. The 
report highlighted some dramatic examples of the value of weather to the combatant commanders 
and offered recommendations to enhance the use of weather.  
 
4 Aug  AF/XOO-W prepared an AF Enabling Concept for Weather Support to Army 
Modular Forces. This concept was prepared in support of Army’s request, 4 March 2005, for “the 
AF [to] design a strategy and concept of operations for AFW support for the new conventional 
Modular Army force structure.” 
 
29 Jul  AF/XOO-W requested AFWA provide periodic updates on efforts to explore high 
altitude balloon technology. These systems were emerging as long-term technology 
requirements. Initial update revealed there was little operational weather model information that 
covered possible effects. As an example, GFS data set could be extended to 130K feet while 
Navy’s Operational Global Atmospheric Prediction System (NOGAPS)-Alpha data set would go 
up to 200k feet.  However, neither data set accounts for the possible effects of space weather 
phenomena.  
 
30 Aug 25 Sep The U. S. Gulf coast region was devastated by hurricanes Katrina and Rita. 

                                                        
54 Art., Brown, Miles, AFWA/PA, AFIT Bound, Observer, Vol. 51, No. 3, May/Jun 2005, pp. 7-8 
 
55 E-mail, Barris, Bernard C. Lt Col, USAF, Ret, AWRA/HO to Coleman, George N. III, CMSgt, USAF, Ret, Subj: 
Re: Hurricane Reconnaissance Unit Entry, 24 Feb 2012 
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 21–23 Sep56 Air Mobility Command (AMC) conducted the first pre-landfall hurricane aeromedical 
evacuation in history as hurricane Rita approached the Texas Gulf Coast. Aircrews flying various 
mobility airframes flew 43 missions comprising 141 sorties, moving 83 short tons of cargo and 
1,068 passengers to rescue 1,170 litter patients. The Tanker Airlift Control Center (TACC) Weather 
Directorate (XOW) personnel warned the TACC/CC and Rita evacuation planners early in the 
planning process that pre-landfall crosswinds, not landfall itself, would be the primary timing threat 
to AMC C-5s, C-17s, and C-130s being considered for flow into Beaumont TX and Chennault LA to 
evacuate litter patients from hospitals and nursing homes at those locations. The concern was that 
though the initially proposed mission-execution timetable would get aircraft into the target airfields 
before projected landfall, the early onset of strong crosswinds ahead of Hurricane Rita would trap 
aircraft on the ground with their precious cargo. The last aircraft safely extracted the last litter patient 
minutes before airfield crosswinds went severely out of limits.57 
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Figure 8-19:  Weather product prepared by TACC/XOW in support of Hurricane Rita. They updated this product every 12 
hours during initial planning, every six hours inside 36 hours from execution, every 3 hours within 24 hours of execution, and 
then tracked real-time sustained and gust crosswind observations for all airfields between Hurricane Rita and the target 
airfields for the TACC Senior Controller to verify crosswind threat assessments were still on track. 
 
1 Oct  AFWA activated Det 3, AFWA at Wright Patterson AFB, OH, in response to the 
inactivation of 88th Weather Squadron. Det 3 continued the same Staff Meteorological support to 
Aeronautical Systems Center as was previously performed by the 88th. The legacy of this unit was 
tied to the AWS, 2nd WS “Staff Met” support to Air Force Systems Command prior to 1991. 
 

                                                        
56 Art., Diamond, Mark, TSgt, Hurricane Rita Evacuees, Air Force News, 23 Sep 2005. Downloaded from 
http://www.military.com/NewsContent/0,13319,77589,00.html?ESRC=airforcenews.RSS 

57 E-mail, Roelle, Paul, Lt Col, USAF, A3O-WX, Inputs, 15 Jun 2012. [Note:  refer to the attachment which 
contained an extracted “vignette” prepared in response to an Office of the Secretary of Defense request titled “A 
Day Without Weather” (DWOW).  
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Nov  The AF/XO signed Air Force Weather Operations Functional Concept. It charted a 
transformation course for weather operations supporting Air Force and Army operations.  The 
document was in step with AF CONOPS and CRRA objectives. 
 
8 Nov  AF/XOO-W redesignated XOO-
WX, Weather Plans Division, as Integration, 
Plans, and Requirements Division. Brig Gen. 
Stickford stressed, “Although there [was] no 
change in office symbol designations...there 
[was] a focus realignment.”  XOO-WX would 
now (1) actively collect, manage, and track 
decision-maker requirements, (2) develop a plan 
to integrate and satisfy these requirements, and 
(3) work with MAJCOM staffs to execute that 
plan.” 
 
4 Dec  AFWA returned a crate of Iraqi 
meteorological records [40 years of upper-air 
data] to “a free Baghdad” and their grateful 
caretakers, the Iraqi Meteorological Office 
(IMO). 
 
2006 
 
Jan  AF/XOO approved the AFW Enabling Concept that described how the Air Force 
would integrate environmental information into decision cycles at all levels by leveraging net-centric 
capabilities. 
 
Jan  The 53rd WRS last WC-130H departed Keesler AFB. This ended over 32 years of 
continuous service with active duty and 
reserve weather reconnaissance units – by 
far the longest of any individual 
aircraft.58 
 
1 Feb  AF/XOO-W became 
AF/A3O-W as CSAF realigned into an 
A-staff structure. This effort was part of 
the warfighting headquarters 
implementation and A-staff alignment 
started in 2005. 
 
15 Feb  United States Army Corps 
of Engineers (USACE) awarded a contract 
to Kiewit Building Group (KBG) to construct the HQ AFWA New Building in the amount of 
$27,084,610. Col. Lanicci, AFWA/CC, presided over a ground breaking ceremony on 24 Mar. 
                                                        
58 Barris, Op. cit.  

Figure 8-21:  WC-130H 

Figure 8-20:  (left) Maj. Dave Runge and MSgt. Charles 
Monk return 40-years of upper-air data to the IMO. Mr. 
Muhanad Al Bermani, a five-year veteran forecaster with 
the Baghdad International Airport (BIAP) weather office, 
and Mrs. Israa Takarity, the BIAP forecast office 
supervisor eagerly receive the records. {Photo courtesy 
of OIF Joint METOC, Camp Victory, Iraq) 
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Figure 8-22: HQ AFWA new building ground breaking participants—(left to right) representing 
Senator Hagel, CMSgt (ret) Glenn Freeman; BG William Holland, AF/A3O; Col Lanicci; 
AFWA/CC; Kenneth Hahn, Kenneth Hahn Architects, Inc.; Moe Lempka, Sr. VP Kiewit Building 
Group; Maj Joel Cross, USACE; A1C Stephen Castleberry, AFWA's most junior member 

 
6 Apr  WRF Joint Implementation Plan for North America, Including Alaska, Hawaii, and 
Puerto Rico, and Hurricane Windows was updated. This update modified earlier plans that enabled 
WRF to reach its current state of operations. Additional guidance was added to cover 
implementation of hurricane, short range ensemble forecast, and other similar activities. 
 
10 Apr –28 Jun AFSPC [real property owner], PACAF, and AFWA conducted several 
meetings to chart a course of action to fund the repair of numerous infrastructure problems or 
relocate the Palehua, HI, Solar Observatory to another facility on the island of Oahu. A survey 
conducted on 5 May indicated it would cost $1M to maintain the current state of the infrastructure 
for 5 years. On 28 Jun AFSPC/A7 sent a memo to AF/A7 requesting the transfer of the real property 
from AFSPC to PACAF. 
 
12 Apr  AFWA/CC approved AFWA’s 2006 Strategic Plan. He noted that AFWA is a 
complex organization and continued to wrestle with how to mesh the two primary roles—lead 
command/career field support and production operations. This dichotomy continued to be an internal 
source of resource contention. He viewed both of these roles would evolve. In particular, the 
production center would become increasingly automated in line with the shift toward net-centric 
operations and machine-to-machine data transfers. However, there would still be a human role in 
defining user needs, developing the processes to meet those needs, ensuring data quality, and 
providing the necessary expertise at critical junctures in planning and executing air and space 
operations. 
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11 May HQ 1st WG was activated at Offutt AFB, NE and assigned to AFWA. The 9th, 15th, 
25th, and 26th WXS were assigned to 1 WG. 
 
11 May The Air Force Doctrine Center issued Air Force Doctrine Document 2-9.1, Weather 
Operations. This event marked the first appearance of a document of this type that examined this 
particular subject. The document concisely explained the organization and training of weather forces 
and the way they fit into the joint picture. It further 
examined the process that formed the basis of 
environmental prediction and the tailoring weather 
personnel performed for specific users addressing their 
particular needs—the employment and/or exploitation of 
the information. 
 
13 May AFWA celebrated its 63rd Anniversary in 
conjunction with the Air Weather Association biennial 
reunion. Col. Lanicci was the “after dinner” speaker and 
the theme of his presentation was “History of Weather 
Operations at Offutt.” Col. Clark, AFWA/CV, offered 
the following additional information:  “This event is a 
chance to mingle and hear from the warriors who have 
gone before you. In a large sense, these people paved the 
way for our military operations today and for AFWA 
specifically. While their main aim is having fun and 
catching up with “the old gang,” they are also very willing to share with you how things used to be 
in this Air Force. For our part, we’re also taking time to show them how we’ve [active duty people] 
taken the legacy they left and turned it into our Nation’s Defense today.” 
 
2 Jun  Memorandum of Agreement (MOA), NPOESS Integrated Program Office and 
AFWA for NPP/NPOESS Activities at the AFWA was signed. Its purpose was to facilitate 
cooperation, coordination, and use of the necessary resources to effectively and efficiently operate 
the NPOESS Program, to include the NPP effort, at AFWA. 
 
5 Jun  Mr. Kenneth Krieg, Under Secretary of Defense, Acquisition, Technology and 
Logistics, issued an Acquisition Decision Memorandum (ADM) delineating the restructure of the 
NPOESS program. The restructure included revised number of satellites and sensors. It also directed 
the AF to fully fund the DoD portion of the certified NPOESS program to the Cost Analysis 
Improvement Group cost estimate. Total program cost to DoD and DOC now estimated at: RDT&E, 
$7,985.1M and Procurement, $3481.6M. 
 
9 Jun  Col. Patrick M. Condray assumed command of AFWA from Col John M. Lanicci. 
 
Jul – Aug AF/A3O-W, AFSOC, and AFWA initiated dialogue concerning the transfer of the 
Special Operations Forces Weather Operations Center (SOFWOC) mission from AFWA to AFSOC. 
AFSOC had been extremely pleased with SOFWOC’s work and wanted them to also serve as the 
training hub for 3-level Special Operations Weathermen and also to fully integrate in the regional 
desks at the War Fighting Headquarters. 

Figure 8-23:  Undisclosed location in 
Afghanistan - SSgt Mike Burton, member of 
a deployed SOWT, takes a weather 
observation. 
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Jul  SOFWOC was the initial Joint METOC Forecast Unit for the Lebanon Noncombatant 
Evacuation Order (NEO) during the opening stages which aided in the removal of 21 American 
citizens from the US Embassy. In addition AFWA provided new capabilities in the form of earth 
locatable satellite imagery to support the Pentagon weather team and expanded the classified MM5 
window to support DoD operations. 
 
31 Jul  AFWA’s Configuration Control Board approved an engineering strategy to transition 
AFWA’s computers from their current home in the Martin Bomber Building to the new headquarters 
building over a 4-year period beginning in 2008. The time-phased approach relied on the extension 
of AFWA’s internal communications network, ACN, to the new building and then purchasing new 
computers on an annual basis. This enabled people and their individual workstations to move to the 
new building while the heart of the weather operations (computer processing) would initially remain 
in its current location. In addition, computer replacement occurred on the planned scheduled and 
within the programmed budget.  
 
30 Sep  AFWA terminated the Global Weather Intercept Program (GWIP) after more than 30 
years of operation. 
 
Oct   All Naval European aviation weather and resource protection requirements were 
transferred from the local Navy detachments to the 21st OWS, Sembach AB, DE. [refer to 19 Mar 
2005 entry] The combined AF and Navy team began providing 24 hour resource protection and 
Terminal aerodrome Forecasts for four Navy sites (Rota, Naples, Sigonella, and Souda Bay) 
remotely from Sembach. Coordination between both AF and Navy operation directors provided a 
more cohesive joint service perspective of European theater operations.59 
 
4 Oct  A ceremony was held in the new National Weather Center building in Norman, OK, 
to mark a major milestone in the Nation's NEXRAD Doppler weather radar program--the completion 
of a major system upgrade Open Radar Data Acquisition (ORDA).  This project replaced 1980s, 
proprietary electronics and software with modern, scalable, commercial components at 158 NWS, 
FAA, and USAF radar sites. The ORDA project was recognized as another example of successful 
transition of research to operations that has marked the NEXRAD program. 
 
19 Oct  AFCCC was redesignated as the 14th Weather Squadron (14th WS), assigned to 
2nd WG, and remained at Ashville, NC. 
 
4 Nov  DMSP flight 17 (F-17) was launched and checked out successfully. The program 
office conducted Satellite Control Authority (SCA) transfer on 12 December.  The operational line 
scan system, the primary sensor system, worked properly. The new microwave and space sensors 
would have a 1-2 year calibration/validation period before operational use would occur. 
 
6-7 & 14 Dec AFWA space weather operations noted two significant solar events. On 6-7 
December, space weather operators noted two M flares and an X6.5 X-Ray flare. The X6.5 flare 
produced significant radio bursts, a proton event, and a geomagnetic storm. Five moderate to severe 
unclassified impacts to communications were reported and one impact was reported to an 
unclassified radar site.  In addition, research scientists, in a 2008 report of the 6 Dec event, 
                                                        
59 Art., Navy, AF Weather in Europe Combine Operations, Observer, Vol. 52, No. 4, Jul/Aug 2006, pp.13-14. 
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concluded: Global Positioning Receivers (GPS) experienced difficulty tracking satellites and also 
incurred ranging errors of up to 20/60 meters in horizontal/vertical directions. They further surmised 
that loss of GPS operations during solar maximum could be more common than previously 
anticipated.60 On 14 December, an X1 X-Ray flare caused significant radio bursts and a proton 
event. Severe unclassified impacts to communications were reported.  

                                                        
60 PPT, Carrano, Charles, Dr., et.al., Impacts of the Dec 2006 Solar Radio Bursts on GPS Operations, AMS, Fifth 
Symposium on Space Weather, New Orleans, LA, 20-21 Jan 2008 
 


